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ABSTRACT 

Herpes zoster (HZ) is a common disease, having a lifetime prevalence of 20%-30%, 

with 10% of cases converting  to postherpetic neuralgia (PHN). Treating these 

conditions results in a significant burden to the healthcare system. We hypothesized 

that the growth and aging of our population is causing this burden to rise.  

Administrative healthcare data from April 1997 to April 2014 were used to conduct a 

burden of disease study of HZ and PHN in Manitoba, Canada. Expenditures were 

grouped into three domains: pharmacotherapy, medical care, and hospitalization. 

Episode and total provincial costs were determined within each domain by year. HZ 

epidemiology, conversion to PHN, and drug utilization were examined. Trend analysis 

was performed for all results.  

Changes were found within each domain.  Key medications became generic and the 

resulting reduction in price offset increased drug utilization leaving drug-episode costs 

unchanged. Mean per-episode medical costs increased moderately. However, 

increases in HZ cases drove total annual expenditures within these domains up. A 

dramatic reduction in HZ-related hospitalizations counteracted these trends, resulting in 

no change in overall burden of disease. The total healthcare cost of treating HZ and 

PHN in Manitoba in 2011/12 was $1,997,183, only slightly less than the $2,095,633 

burden determined for 1997/98, the first study year. 

It is unclear if hospitalization rates can continue to offset these other trends, as there 

may be a floor to how low these rates can drop. In this case, the long-term trends in 
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drug and medical costs, amplified by changes in population demographics and the 

recent jump in incidence rates, may lead the burden of HZ to rise in the future.  
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THESIS PREFACE 

This thesis has been written in a grouped manuscript style, sometimes referred to as a 

sandwich thesis. This style of thesis is comprised of several research papers intended 

for publication in peer reviewed journals.  

This thesis is comprised of three papers looking at the burden of herpes zoster and 

postherpetic neuralgia in Manitoba. They are preceded by two chapters of background 

information, and a third chapter which provides a more detailed explanation on the 

foundational methods used to construct the cohort and define episodes and costs. 

Following this are the three aforementioned papers presenting the primary results. The 

final chapter summarizes the findings of the thesis and discusses their implications. 
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Chapter 1. Herpes Zoster and Postherpetic Neuralgia 

1.1. Thesis Introduction 

HZ is an acute condition characterized by raised red rash, typically localized to band or 

stripe like patterns, and significant amounts of pain. The lifetime prevalence at 60 years 

of age is between 20% and 30% percent.1–4 Between 10 and 30 percent of zoster cases 

will develop a chronic pain syndrome that persists despite resolution of viral infection 

and dermatological symptoms.5,6 This syndrome is called post-herpetic neuralgia (PHN), 

and can be a very difficult condition to treat, and can last from several months to over 2 

years.7–10  

While we have a good understanding of how HZ and PHN affects the lives of individuals 

with the illness, when it comes to the burden at the healthcare system level we lack 

reliable estimates of the current cost in the Canadian context. The high lifetime 

prevalence of HZ, a high rate of medical consultation, the costs of pharmacological 

treatment, occasional need for hospitalization, and the long duration of PHN coalesce to 

produce a significant disease burden. Although a significant number of studies have 

looked at the cost of HZ, the majority of these studies have been outside of a Canadian 

context. The most recent Canadian studies use decade old data and are incomplete in 

spectrum of costs considered.  

In 2009, a vaccine for herpes zoster was introduced to the Canadian market. Due to its 

relatively high costs and moderate efficacy it remains uncertain whether it should be 

recommended for all adults at risk, if so who should receive it, and finally, who should 

pay for it.  
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It is the objective of this thesis project to enumerate the number of HZ cases in the 

province, measure the mean and total costs, determine prescribing practices related to 

its treatment, and examine trends in these parameters over an extended period of time. 

This baseline data on the burden of HZ is an important and necessary background to 

inform future public health decisions related to this disease, including the assessment of 

the role and impact of the HZ vaccine introduced in 2009.  

1.2. Herpes Zoster Pathogenesis 

Herpes zoster is caused by reactivation of the varicella zoster virus (VZV). The initial 

(primary) infection with VZV most commonly occurs in childhood and results in varicella 

zoster (VZ), also known as chickenpox. In children, VZ is a relatively mild condition 

resulting in widespread dermatological symptoms including fever, maculopapular sores, 

itching, and malaise, and typically resolves within seven to fourteen days.11 While less 

frequently seen, adult cases of VZ do occur and generally result in more severe 

symptoms and complications.11  As the infection resolves the virus is cleared from the 

skin and systemic circulation. However, viral infection of sensory neurons innervating 

the affecting regions of the skin is not cleared. In these neurons the virus stops 

replicating and enters a state of dormancy in dorsal root ganglia. Hidden from the 

immune system in neuronal cell bodies, it persists for the lifetime of its host.12–15  

VZV is one of the most highly infectious and readily transmissible common infectious 

diseases. Prior to the introduction of a vaccine VZ was a near universal part of 

childhood. In this pre-vaccine era over half of children 3 years of age and under would 

test positive for VZV antibodies. This rate of infection rises to over 90% by age 15, 
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exceeding 97% by age 40.16 Thus the pool of at-risk persons is virtually the entire 

general population, excluding those vaccinated before becoming infected.  

The immune system continuously works to supress the virus with the cell mediated arm 

being key to continued suppression. Cell mediated immunity declines with age, and can 

be suppressed by stress, diseases such as AIDs and immunological disorders, and 

drugs such as chemotherapy or treatment with anti-TNF biological therapy.1,14,17  

Reactivation of reservoirs of latent virus, typically occurring within a singular ganglia, 

causes viral replication to restart. The virus then travels down the nerve tract causing a 

fresh infection of the skin region (dermatome) innervated by that specific ganglia, 

resulting in HZ.1,11,18 It is for this reason that HZ symptoms tend to be localized to 

distinctive bands or stripes across the body 

Postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) is a common complication of HZ, and is defined as pain 

that persists for a prolonged period of time after rash healing. Different diagnostic 

criteria specify various durations of pain, with a duration greater than 90 days post-

onset being one of the most common criteria used in epidemiological and burden of 

disease studies. The pathogenesis of PHN is thought to be distinct and possibly related 

to permanent pathophysiological changes in the sympathetic dorsal root ganglia 

themselves.19,20 This is supported by post-mortem studies which have found atrophy 

and other pathological changes in affected ganglia, but not in the contralateral 

ganglia.8,19  
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1.3. Symptoms of Herpes Zoster 

The appearance of dermatological symptoms are frequently preceded by a prodromal 

phase lasting several days, characterized by tingling, itching, paresthesia, pain, and 

increased sensitivity to touch. At this early stage in illness, making a diagnosis can be 

difficult as these symptoms are not unique to HZ, but are shared by a variety of 

conditions.21 

The prodromal phase ends with the appearance of a maculopapular rash, generally 

within one, occasionally two, or rarely more, dermatomes. The left and right sides of the 

body are separately innervated by sensory ganglia located on each side of the spinal 

cord. Sensory neurons exit the spinal cord at each level meeting peripheral neurons in 

the dorsal root ganglia. Bundles of these peripheral neurons then exit from the ganglia 

and enervate distinct bands of skin, called dermatomes. It is this bilateral innervation to 

specific dermatomes that leads to the localization of the rash. This distinct distribution is 

the key symptom in the differential diagnosis of herpes zoster.9,22 The rash most 

commonly affects the trunk, face, or scalp, but can occur anywhere on the surface of 

the body. Itching and hypersensitivity to touch commonly affect these areas. The rash 

usually crusts over in 7 to 10 days.  

Pain is generally the most troubling symptom and the reason that HZ patients seek 

medical care. This pain can be split into two basic types: zoster associated pain (ZAP), 

and postherpetic neuralgia (PHN). 

The term ZAP refers to the pain which occurs during an acute HZ episode, sometimes 

beginning in the prodromal period before the appearance of visible dermatological 
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symptoms, and is often the symptom that drives patients to seek medical care. Pain can 

range in intensity from mild to severe; it is often described as burning, throbbing, or 

lancinating; and can be continuous, intermittent, or evoked by touch.23 Skin becomes 

sensitized to the point that even the feeling of clothing against skin can be unbearable. 

It is important to aggressively manage ZAP, as increasing symptom severity has been 

linked to increased risk of developing PHN.9,24 Complete resolution of rash and ZAP is 

typically achieved within 4 to 6 weeks of onset.9,22 

PHN is a neuropathic syndrome defined as HZ-related pain that continues despite 

resolution of the acute HZ episode. It persists despite cessation of active viral infection, 

potentially a result of sensory sensitization causing allodynia or damage to neuronal 

bodies in the dorsal root ganglia.8 No standard diagnostic criteria exists for PHN, 

specifically in regards to the duration of pain required with criteria ranging from 30 days 

to 6 months appearing in the literature.7,825 Many of the recent epidemiological and 

burden of disease studies have used pain at 90 days post-HZ onset as the diagnostic 

criterion, a definition adopted for the purposes of this thesis.  

Symptoms of PHN follow the same dermatomal distribution as the acute episode, a key 

consideration for differential diagnosis. The duration of PHN is highly variable, lasting 

from several months to years, with a typical episode lasting around one year. This pain 

is often resistant to treatment with analgesic medications and may require the use of 

antidepressant, anticonvulsant, or local anaesthetic drugs.7,8 A number of risk factors for 

the development of PHN have been identified. These include female sex, increasing 

age, severe pain at onset of zoster, prodromal symptoms, and increasing severity of 

rash.7,8,19,20 
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1.4. Treatment 

1.4.1. Antiviral Treatment of Herpes Zoster 

The early use of antiviral drugs is the most important component to the management of 

a HZ episode. Current recommendations are for treatment to begin within 72 hours of 

the onset of rash, as treatment effectiveness rapidly declines when delayed beyond this 

point. Treatment should also be initiated in patients continuing to experience new lesion 

formation.23,26,27  

In Canada, three oral antiviral 

drugs are currently approved by 

Health Canada for the treatment 

of HZ. These are famciclovir and 

valacyclovir, both dosed three 

times a day, and acyclovir which 

is taken five times a day.23,26,27 

The high frequency of acyclovir 

dosing makes treatment 

adherence difficult, which may 

impact its effectiveness. The 

introduction of valacyclovir and 

famciclovir, with their easier 

dosage regimen, has led to their 

preferential usage and a decline 

in the popularity of acyclovir.23 . 

ACYCLOVIR   

  Normal Dose    

   800 mg 5 times per day 
  Reduced Renal Function 

  CrCl 10-25 mL/min 800 mg every 8 hours 

  CrCl 0-10 mL/min 800 mg every 12 hours 

 Hemodialysis 250 mg after each session 

FAMCICLOVIR   

  Normal dose    

    500 mg every 8 hours 
  Reduced Renal Function 

  
CrCl 40-59 

mL/min 500 mg every 12 hours 

  
CrCl 20-39 

mL/min 500 mg once daily 

  CrCl <20 mL/min 250 mg once daily 

  Hemodialysis 250 mg after each session 

VALACYCLOVIR   

  Normal dose    

   1000 mg every 8 hours 
  Reduced Renal Function 

  CrCl 30-49 mL/min 1000 mg twice daily 

  CrCl 10-29 mL/min 1000 mg once daily 
  CrCl <10 mL/min 500 mg once daily 

  
Hemodialysis 250 mg after each session 

Table 1.4-1: Antiviral treatment of herpes zoster. 

Treatment should be initiated within 72 hours of 

symptoms and continue for 7 days. 

Abbreviations: CrCl, creatinine clearance.26,27,29 
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As these drugs are renally excreted, dosage adjustment is required in patients with 

renal impairment and are based on creatinine clearance (table 1.4-1). Immuno-

suppressed patients and those ill enough to require hospitalization may benefit from the 

use of intravenous acyclovir. Parenteral formulations of valacyclovir and famciclovir are 

not currently available.  

Patients with acyclovir-resistant HZ should be treated with intravenous foscarnet.23 

Cross-resistance has been shown to both valacyclovir, which is a pro-drug to acyclovir, 

and famciclovir, which has the same mechanism of action.28  

Prompt antiviral treatment can substantially decrease the duration and intensity of pain 

and shorten the time to healing.7,8,26,29 While it has been suggested that antiviral 

treatment decreases the likelihood of developing PHN, the evidence for this is 

equivocal.25,29 Antiviral medication is ineffective in the treatment of established PHN as 

no active viral infection process is present.30  

1.4.2. Treatment of Zoster Associated Pain and Postherpetic Neuralgia.  

It is important to aggressively manage ZAP not only to provide relief to the patient, but 

also to decrease the risk of PHN as a correlation between early symptom severity and 

an increased risk of PHN has been noted.9,23,24 The most important means to reduce 

pain is through the early use of antiviral drugs. However, analgesic treatment is 

frequently also required.  

There are few good, randomized controlled trials for the treatment of ZAP. One 

randomized controlled trial (RCT) of 87 subjects comparing oxycodone, gabapentin, and 

placebo found that oxycodone, but not gabapentin, provide significant pain relief as 
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compared to placebo treatment.20  Current recommendations are to treat ZAP 

symptomatically with analgesics such as acetaminophen, ASA, non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), local anaesthetics such as topical lidocaine. For severe 

pain opioid analgesics may be use.9,22,23 In cases of pain not responsive to these agents 

the use of anticonvulsants and antidepressants, agents typically used to treat PHN, are 

commonly recommended despite a lack of good evidence.9,22 

The use of corticosteroids in combination with antiviral drugs has been shown to be 

effective in reducing ZAP.31 However, it should only be used concomitantly with antiviral 

treatment, or after cessation of viral replication. It is frequently reported that the use of 

steroids can reduce the conversion of ZAP to PHN. 21,26,31 However, the two placebo 

controlled studies upon which this recommendation is based actually reported that the 

combination of acyclovir and prednisone or prednisolone failed to show any benefit 

beyond that conferred by treatment with acyclovir alone.32,33  

PHN is a challenging condition to treat, and the effectiveness of pharmacological 

therapy is limited. The Canadian Pain Society consensus statement on the treatment of 

neuropathic pain recommends as first line therapy for PHN one of tricyclic 

antidepressants (TCAs), gabapentin, or pregabalin.34 Opioids and topical lidocaine are 

listed as second line alternatives. The European Federation of Neurological Societies 

2010 treatment guidelines for neuropathic pain makes similar recommendations. 

Opioids, while effective, are not recommended as first line therapy due to side effects, 

the development of tolerance, and the risk of dependency.35 A variety of other drugs are 

also discussed in the literature, including a number used for other forms of neuropathy, 
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although their efficacy for PHN is disputed. These include duloxetine, carbamazepine, 

venlafaxine valproic acid/divalproex sodium, tramadol, NSAIDs, and SSRIs.7,8,23,34–36  

1.5. Varicella Zoster Virus Vaccines 

1.5.1. Varicella Zoster Vaccine (Varivax®) 

The VZV vaccine was first introduced to the Canadian market in 1998 and is indicated 

for the prevention of VZ in individuals aged 12 months and older (Varivax™, Merck 

Canada).37,38 The first universal, publically funded vaccination program in Canada was 

implemented in Prince Edward Island in the year 2000, partly in response to a province-

wide varicella outbreak the year before.39 Similar programs were soon implemented 

across Canada, with Manitoba adding the vaccine to the schedule of routine childhood 

immunizations in 2004.40 The effect of the vaccination program on the incidence of VZ 

has been substantial. Between 1994 and 2000 there were, on average, 1550 

hospitalizations due to VZ each year in Canada. Following the introduction of publically 

funded, vaccination programs the annual rate of hospitalization dropped to 114 per 

year.41 Universal VZ vaccination programs have also been implemented in the USA, 

Australia, Germany, Japan, Taiwan, and Greece.42 

While the vaccine has been effective in reducing the incidence of VZ, it is not clear what 

impact these programs will have on the future incidence and burden of herpes zoster in 

vaccinated individuals. The varicella vaccine contains a live, attenuated version of VZV. 

While this virus is less virulent than the wild type virus, it is infectious and can produce 

VZV-type latent infections. These latent infections are generally localized to the dorsal 

root ganglia innervating the injection site, although about 5% of vaccinated children 

have detectable levels of virus in their blood stream.15 Rare cases of vaccine-virus 
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related HZ have been reported, typically appearing in the same dermatome as the 

injection site. 15 However, the neurovirulance of this attenuated strain appears to be a 

much lower wild-type VZV. Thus, for the vaccinee, the risk of VZ and HZ are both 

expected to be reduced by vaccination, although not enough time has passed for us to 

be sure about what effect this will have on their lifetime risk of HZ.  

1.5.2. Herpes Zoster Vaccine  

In 2009 a VZV vaccine (Zostavax, Merck Canada) indicated for the prevention of HZ in 

those 50 years of age and older was introduced to the Canadian market.38,43 The 

vaccine is comprised of the same components used in Merck’s VZ vaccine, but at a 14-

fold higher antigen concentration.  

The Shingles Prevention Study (SPS), a three year randomized, placebo-controlled trial 

(RCT) of 38,546 patients, looked at the efficacy of the HZ vaccine in patients 60 years 

of age and older. 44,45 Subjects were followed for a mean of 3.1 years. A 61% reduction 

in the primary endpoint of burden of illness, as defined by a symptom severity-by-

duration measure, was seen. The incidence of HZ was reduced by 51%, with 5.4 

cases/1000 person-years (PY) in the vaccinated arm compared to 11.1 cases/1000 PY 

in the placebo treated group. This reduction in zoster incidence varied by age, with the 

highest degree of reduction seen in those aged 60-69 (64% reduction), with significantly 

lower efficacy in those ≥ 70 years of age (38%). There was also a 67% decrease in the 

incidence of PHN.44,45 

The Short-Term Persistence Substudy (STPS) was a follow up RCT using a subset of 

14,720 SPS study participants.46 This extension was designed to measure the 
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persistence of protection of the HZ vaccine by extending the observation period of this 

sub-cohort to seven years in total. The vaccine effectiveness against the primary 

endpoint of burden of illness declined from 61% in SPS to 50% in the STPS cohort. The 

reduction in the secondary endpoints of HZ incidence declined from 51% to 40%, and 

for PHN incidence to from 67% to 60%. Statistical significance for both the secondary 

endpoints of HZ and PHN incidence was lost by the sixth year. Overall, there was a 

clear trend towards decreasing efficacy with time as measured from the beginning of the 

SPS trial to the end of the STPS trial.46  

The final extension of SPS, the Long-Term Persistence Substudy (LTPS), further 

extended the period of observation to up to 11 years, enrolling for 6867 individuals from 

the vaccine arms of SPS and STPS.47 As the placebo arms of the earlier trials had been 

offered immunizations following their conclusion, no control group was available for 

LTPS. Instead, comparisons were made using observations from the placebo controlled 

arms of SPS and STPS. An increase in HZ incidence by calendar time had been 

observed in the earlier trials. For this reason, the primary analysis used a theoretical 

comparison group that modelled the effect of this calendar time effect. A sensitivity 

analysis that did not include this effect was also reported. Efficacy on the primary 

endpoint of burden of illness decreased with time in all comparisons. In the primary 

analysis, compared to the modelled comparison group, vaccine efficacy for burden of 

illness was statistically significant until year eleven, the final study year. In contrast, the 

sensitivity analysis using actual data from SPS/STPS (without this modelled calendar 

effect), was statistically significant from placebo until year nine.47  
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Thus it appears that the HZ vaccine is effective, although to a lesser degree than we 

have come to expect based on our experience with childhood vaccines against 

diphtheria, polio, measles, mumps, rubella, and VZ. Research into alternative vaccine 

formulations is ongoing. Positive results have been reported for a non-living, 

glycoprotein-based HZ vaccine using a novel adjuvant to increase efficacy.48 A number 

of questions remain regarding the currently available HZ vaccine (Zostavax™). For 

example, at what age should persons be vaccinated to achieve optimal benefit? Are 

booster doses necessary, and if so, when? Numerous pharmacoeconomic studies have 

been published looking into the cost utility of HZ vaccination programs, with sometimes 

divergent results. It is clear that a vaccination program would not be cost neutral,49–51 

and reported incremental cost-effectiveness ratios (ICER) range from $633 to $200,000 

CDN per quality adjusted life year (QALY) and higher, depending on the 

parameterization.49,51–53 A consistent finding is that the major determinant of whether 

the vaccine is cost-effective is the price of the vaccine itself, which is currently listed at 

$190.63 (McKesson Canada, PharmaClik online catalog, accessed May 16, 2016). 

Many studies reporting ICERs at the low end of the range  have used unrealistic values 

for parameterization, with durations of effective protection ranging from 15 years up to 

lifelong, and only using the short term outcome (around 3 years) of the SPS trial, rather 

than using the results of the STPS and LTPS trials.49,51  

Studies of cost-effectiveness in the context of the Canadian healthcare systems have 

been published. A 2009 study reported that vaccination of 60 to 75 year olds was cost-

effective with an ICER of $41,709/QALY. However, the parameters used in their 

discrete-event simulation unduly favoured this conclusion, using a half-life of vaccine 
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effectiveness of 15 years, high rates of hospitalization for both HZ and PHN cases, and 

high drug costs.50 A 2014 review of 11 previously published pharmacoeconomic 

analyses in the setting of foreign healthcare systems concluded that vaccination would 

be cost-effective at a willingness to pay threshold of $100,000/QALY. However, they 

also noticed substantial variability in the reported ICERs.51 

1.5.3. Long Term Effects of Varicella and Herpes Zoster Vaccines on HZ Rates 

The hypothesis that exposure to persons with active VZ infections confers protection 

against HZ was first suggested in the pioneering work of Dr. Hope-Simpson.54 His 

research, published in 1965, presented evidence that VZ and HZ were caused by the 

same virus, and that HZ was caused by reactivation of a previously acquired VZV 

infection. Hope-Simpson also observed that rates of HZ were significantly lower during 

years of VZ outbreaks.  

If exposure to VZ decreases the risk of HZ, an obvious implication is that eliminating this 

protective pool of virus would increase HZ rates in latently infected individuals, an idea 

widely reported in the medical literature.42,55–57 Bennett and Watson expressed this best 

when they wrote “…increasing childhood varicella vaccination may have the paradoxical 

effect of increasing the rate of HZ infection because adults from the pre-vaccine era will 

be exposed to less exogenous virus and thus will not receive the periodic boosting of 

immunosurveillance that keeps the disease in check”.30  

More recently, Brisson et al showed that adults living with children had a reduced 

propensity to develop HZ, and that this protective effect was independent of the age of 

the parents.55 A short report of a study using physician survey data found that 
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pediatricians had significantly lower rates of HZ than psychiatrists, which correlated to 

the reported differences in exposure to patients with VZ.58 A case control study also 

found that adults with HZ were significantly less likely to have been exposed to VZ than 

age and sex matched controls, again suggesting that exposure to VZ had a protective 

effect against developing HZ.59   

Numerous epidemiological studies have attempted to examine this issue using real 

world data, with not entirely consistent results.42 While the majority of these 

observational studies have shown increases in rates of HZ in the period following 

widespread use of the VZ vaccine, a number of these trends began prior to their 

introduction. In addition, methodological issues in a number of the positive studies call 

their conclusions into question. A good example of the issues are found in the results of 

two recent Canadian studies, one conducted in Alberta, the other in Ontario. The 

Alberta study found rates of HZ increased after the province added VZ to their childhood 

immunization schedul. However, only crude incidences were reported, and the trend 

had beginnings in the pre-vaccine period.60 The Ontario study reported no trend toward 

an increase in the incidence of HZ in the five years following the provinces introduction 

of their vaccine program. However, there was an increase observed in their final year of 

observation. Mathematical models have been constructed that take into account the 

exogenous boosting hypothesis and the effect of childhood VZ vaccination in both the 

near and long term time frame. These models suggest that the peak effect of decreased 

exposure to VZ on HZ rates lages after implementation of universal vaccination by 

between 5 to 20 years, dependent on the duration of the boosting effect. 42,55,57,61 

Clearly additional research, and possibly the passage of time, is needed before we can 

fully determine the long-term impact of childhood VZ vaccination. 
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Chapter 2. Burden of Disease Analysis 

2.1. Introduction to Burden of Disease Analysis 

The term “burden of disease” (BOD) encompasses a “wide range of different 

approaches that aim at assessing the impact of disease events on various dimensions 

of human life including health”.62 In general, this form of analysis seeks to quantify the 

burden caused by disease, illness, disability, injury, or other health related conditions to 

those afflicted, to healthcare systems, or society as a whole.62–67  

There are a number of reasons for measuring the burden of disease. Knowledge of the 

impact and cost of sickness and disease enables governments and healthcare 

providers to set priorities for spending of healthcare dollars. It can highlight areas where 

more research effort is needed, to identify unmet healthcare needs, and can provide 

means to compare and contrast the impacts of various and dissimilar diseases and 

conditions. These studies can be used to guide healthcare policy decisions, are used by 

pharmaceutical companies to argue for drug approval and drug coverage, are used as 

stepping stones in subsequent research on the disease, and have even been used in 

court cases to recover tobacco-related health care costs from tobacco companies65,66. 

There are two primary components that need to be specified in any BOD study beyond 

simply the disease of interest. These are:  

 Perspective: the person, group, or system impacted by the disease of interest 

 Burden to be measured: for example, costs, losses, and the effects of the 

diseases of interest 
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2.2. Perspectives 

The perspective used to analyze burden determines how we define and measure the 

burden, the types of impacts we are interested in, and the data needed to conduct the 

analysis. Common perspectives taken in a BOD study include 1) that of the healthcare 

systems, health management organizations (HMOs) or health insurers; 2) a societal 

perspective, and 3) that of individuals with the disease or illness of interest. 

2.2.1. Health System Perspectives 

The healthcare system perspective looks primary at direct medical costs incurred during 

the provision of care. This perspective is used when looking at economic costs to 

universal public healthcare systems such as what exists in Canada and most 

industrialized nations, private health management organizations (HMOs) and health 

insurance providers, Medicare and Medicaid in the USA, and other types of social 

welfare programs that provide healthcare support.  

2.2.2. Societal Perspectives 

At the largest scale, disease burden can be measured from a societal perspective. 

Societal costs include the direct medical costs measured in the health system 

perspective, as well as additional indirect economic and non-economic costs. These 

indirect costs include such things as lost productivity, unemployment insurance, and 

disability payments. More abstract impacts such as opportunity costs are also 

sometimes considered. 65,66 

2.2.3. Individual Perspective 

When analyzing burden from the perspective of individuals we are most concerned with 

the impacts directly borne by the patient. These impacts can be either economic or non-
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economic. The economic costs considered are those out-of-pocket expenses paid 

directly by individuals related to the treatment of the disease, and/or those costs related 

to living with the disease.  

2.3. Types of Burden 

The type of burden being considered is intimately connected to the perspective taken, 

as the measures quantified will be those that fall within the scope of this perspective, 

whether it be health system, societal, or individual.  

2.3.1. Direct Medical Costs 

Direct medical costs are the primary consideration when measuring burden using a 

healthcare system perspective, as well as being incorporated into societal burden 

studies. These are costs that are directly related to the treatment or management of a 

disease. Examples of direct medical costs include those due to prescription drug 

therapy, physician visits, services provided by allied healthcare professionals, 

diagnostic and imaging tests, and the cost of hospitalization.  

2.3.2. Indirect Economic Costs 

Indirect costs are those related to living with the ongoing effects of an illness, and 

typically are non-medical expenses. These costs are generally not considered from the 

healthcare system perspective, but are commonly incorporated into societal studies and 

when burden is assessed from an individual perspective, although the specific items 

incorporated will depend on who is bearing the burden. Examples of indirect costs 

include lost or reduced revenue from missing work or loss of employment; disability and 

social assistance payments; increased childcare costs in order to attend medical 
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appointments, receive treatment, while being hospitalized, or if unable to provide care 

personally; the employment of in-home care-providers, aides, and housekeeping 

assistance when an individual is no longer able to do this herself; home remodelling and 

vehicle renovation when mobility is impaired; and other costs related to disease-specific 

effects borne by individuals.  

2.3.3. Non-Economic Costs 

It is also possible to quantify the impact of disease on life expectancy and quality of life. 

The simplest measure to explain, although not always easy to determine, is lost life 

years (LLY), the decrease in years of life expectancy due to disease. Frequently, the 

impact on longevity and the change in the quality of life are expressed together using a 

measure called quality of life adjusted years (QALYs) which multiplies the number of 

years of life by a utility factor ranging between 1 for perfect health, and 0 for death. 

Numbers between these extremes represent varying degrees of loss of quality of life. 

Related measures include health adjusted life years (HALYs), and disability adjusted life 

years (DALYs). 62–65 

2.4. Sources of Epidemiological and Healthcare Utilization Data 

Many epidemiological and burden of disease studies utilize retrospective chart reviews, 

survey data collected from the general population or physicians, or gather data 

prospectively from sentinel physicians and clinics. Statistical techniques are then used 

to make inferences about the larger population or healthcare system. In the cases of 

prospective studies, physicians are typically trained to collect clinical data using a 

specified set of diagnostic criteria, recording data collected during the course of 

providing medical care in a standardized format. Advantages of this method include the 
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amount of clinical detail and the ability to prospectively collect the data necessary to 

answer new questions that existing data may not be able to address. 

Another method of epidemiological research are database studies, often using 

administrative health care data generated during the normal operations of the 

healthcare system. Cases are frequently identified using diagnostic codes, the utilization 

of specific medical services, and drug use. Diagnoses are commonly recorded using 

International Classification of Diseases (ICD) diagnostic codes. ICD codes are an 

extensively utilized systematic means of classifying diseases and procedures for 

administrative and billing purposes, making it a valuable research tool. Advantages of 

using administrative data include much larger sample sizes, up to the size of entire 

populations, the greatly reduced cost and time needed to carry out a study, and the 

availability of extant data over extended periods of time. However, administrative data 

are not collected for research purposes but rather to manage resources within the 

healthcare system, thus the depth of clinical detail is also generally limited 

A hybrid of clinical data and large database research is the use of clinical databases, 

such as the general practice research database (GPRD) and its successor the clinical 

practice research datalink (CPRD), both run by the United Kingdom’s Deparment of 

Health.68 These databases consist of electronic medical records system, with data entry 

done by physicians at the point of care. All records are anonamized, but contain record 

identifiers allowing for linkages to other NHS databases, such as those containing 

clinical laboratory results and disease registries. These combine the power of detailed 

clinical information via electronic medical records, with the power of large databases, 

and can be linked to administrative databases. This combination of detailed individual 
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level data across a broad range of medical services multiplied by the huge numbers of 

patients makes these databases invaluable for research. 

2.5. Review of the Zoster Burden of Disease Literature 

2.5.1. Epidemiology of Herpes Zoster and Postherpetic Neuralgia 

There is a substantive extant body of research examining the epidemiology of HZ and 

PHN in a variety of geographical locations, various periods of time, and using an array 

of methodological techniques.  

The lifetime prevalence of HZ was reported at 28% in Canada, and 30% in the UK in a 

single, well executed database study.2 A second report using the Weekly Returns 

Service dataset, gathered by a network of sentinel physicians, found similar results with 

a lifetime prevalence of 22% for males, and 32% for females.3 Another UK based study 

using general practitioner survey results from a 1% sample reported lifetime HZ rates of 

28%.4 There rates are relatively consistent across methodologies, and have been 

repeatedly reproduced. 

There is more variance in studies reporting incidence rather than lifetime prevalence 

rates, although clearly these are two related concepts. Among studies that have used 

data derived from general practice based studies, the observed incidence rate of HZ 

varies, with rates varying from 1.4 to 5.23/1000 PY.3,6,69–71 The incidence of HZ goes up 

with age, rising to 10 to 12 cases/1000 PY by age 85.4 These rates, as a whole, are 

generally lower than those rates derived from database studies.  
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Among database studies, reported rates of HZ range from 3.46 cases/1000 PY up to 

9.6 cases/1000 PY.5,10,72,73 Age specific incidence rates of 6.21 cases/1000 PY at 50-54 

years of age, and 13.19 cases/1000 PY at age ≥ 85 have also been reported.72  

We also have zoster incidence rates from RCT trials, including the SPS and STPS HZ 

vaccine efficacy study. These trials reported rates of HZ in the placebo arm of  11.1 and 

14.0 cases/1000 PY.44,46 It is important to note that the RCT trials enrolled only patients 

≥ 60 years of age, and are best compared to age-specific HZ rates rather than 

population-wide incidence.  

The robust relationship between increasing age and increasing incidence of HZ, with 

the rate increasing rapidly after the age of 45, is important to note when considering 

changes in the burden of HZ. . Between 1997 and 2013, the number of persons 

registered with Mantioba Health 60 years of age or older has increased by over 32,000, 

and an overall all shift in the age structure to more aged persons (Appendix A). This 

trend is expected to continue. It has been projected that by the year 2042, the size of 

the senior population is expected to at least double, and the contribution to the total 

population will increase from 14% in 2012, to between 19% and 23%.74 

Examining the incidence of PHN or the rate of conversion from HZ to PHN is 

complicated by the lack of a standardized definition of PHN. The primary criterion 

needed to define and diagnose PHN for the purposes of an epidemiological study is the 

duration of the post-HZ pain. As mentioned previously, the duration used ranges from 

30 days to up 6 months, and measured from either onset or resolution of HZ symptoms. 
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Additionally, the severity of pain required for the determination of a case is typically not 

explicitly mentioned. 

Administrative data research is restricted to symptoms that require medical treatment, 

as episodes not requiring a physician’s care or drug treatment are essentially invisible. 

For these types of studies, only “clinically relevant” PHN, meaning PHN cases where 

persons seek treatment, can be detected and reported. This approach would miss the 

burden of disease associated with cases of PHN not requiring medical care. In contrast, 

prospective studies can actively search for PHN cases by requesting patients return for 

follow up observation at a specified time. This observation may explain the higher PHN 

conversion rates reported in these studies, with estimates that up to 50% of HZ 

episodes convert to PHN.6  

Rates of conversion from HZ to PHN using the 90 day cut-off range from 5% to 14.5%.4–

6,10,69,73  When studies using this definition are compared, the calculated rates found 

using physician collected data, administrative databases, and data from RCT are 

similar, although outliers can be found. A small number of studies report PHN incidence 

rates rather than conversion rates. One database study reported an estimate of 0.13 to 

1.33 cases of PHN/1000 PY.72 The SPS and STPT RCTs also calculated incidence 

rates, reporting values of 1.38  and 1.76 cases/1000 PY, respectively.44,46   

Rates of HZ-related hospitalizations are infrequently included in purely epidemiological 

reports, but are part of the majority of BOD as they are a major driver of the HZ burden. 

There is a high degree of variation in reported rates of hospitalization. Reported 

estimates range from 1.3% to 10% of HZ cases hospitalized, and that in the general 
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population there are between 1.2 and 4.5 HZ hospitalizations/10,000 PY.2,10,71–73 Death 

is an uncommon outcome of HZ and is commonly not reported. A 2011 German study 

reported a HZ mortality rate in those over age 50 of 2.1 deaths per 1,000,000 PY. The 

mortality rate was strongly influenced by age, with rates in the 50 to 64 year age group 

being 0.2 deaths/1,000,000 PY. 72 A UK study using data from 1994 to 1999 reported a 

mortality rate of 0.4 deaths/10,000 HZ cases in the under 60 cohort, and 20-40 deaths/ 

10,000 HZ cases in the 60 year and older cohort.4  

2.5.2. Economic Burden 

Numerous BOD studies examining the economic burden of HZ and PHN have been 

published. These studies have been conducted from a number of perspectives, in 

numerous healthcare settings, and in various periods of history. Despite this, questions 

still remain surrounding a number of issues, and this is especially true in the Canadian 

context where a full assessment of HZ burden is lacking. 

Estimates of the economic burden of zoster and PHN have also had a large variance in 

their estimates, more so than that of epidemiological studies. Estimates of the mean 

cost of HZ range from under $100 to over $6000 per episode.4,6,10,69,71,73,75 Prescription 

drug expenditures account for a large portion of the burden. In some studies drugs are 

the leading driver of cost.6 

Per episode costs are substantially higher for persons that develop PHN, due in large 

part to the extended duration of illness as compared to HZ, with treatment continuing for 

three months to two years, with an average length of one year. The estimated cost to 
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treat an episode of PHN, using the 90 day definition, range from $270 up to 

$1593.4,6,10,69,71,73,75 

Hospitalization, although uncommon, has a huge impact on the burden calculation. For 

an otherwise uncomplicated (i.e. no PHN) case of HZ, being hospitalized multiplies the 

cost of an episode by 7 to 77 times. For persons with PHN, hospitalization multiplies 

cost by 3 to 26 times.10,71 

 A robust finding from the prior work on economic burden of zoster is that prescription 

medications, in particular antiviral agents including acyclovir, famciclovir, and 

valacyclovir, account for the largest single direct medical cost in the outpatient treatment 

of HZ.10,69,71 For episodes of PHN, analgesics and adjuvant agents used for the pain 

account for the largest portion of medication cost for the treatment of post-herpetic 

neuralgia. Drug treatment can account for anywhere from 30% to over 80% of 

outpatient costs.10,69,73  

After drug costs, outpatient medical visits are typically the next largest component of 

economic burden, and can account for up to 35 to 45 percent of total outpatient costs.73 

Some studies have reported that medical care costs exceed medication costs for 

episodes of HZ73 or PHN.69 

Consultation rates for zoster are extremely high, and the assumption that all zoster 

patients seek medical care is built into the methodology of most database studies. 

Consultation rates may vary by country, depending on access to the healthcare system, 

expectations of patients regarding the utility of medical care, and population 

demographics. This may partly account for the variance in burden between different 
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countries, and also limits the generalizability of results, as do differences in drug 

coverage, and structural differences in health care systems. 
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Chapter 3. Project Outline – Methods and Objectives 

3.1. Study Objectives 

The primary objective of this thesis was to determine, and report, the overall burden of 

HZ and PHN in Manitoba using the perspective of the provincial healthcare system. Due 

to this choice of perspective, only direct medical costs are included in this analysis. 

These costs are grouped into three primary domains: pharmacological treatment using 

prescription drug costs, medical service utilization, and HZ-related hospitalizations. 

Secondary objectives were to examine how HZ infection, ZAP, and PHN are treated 

pharmacologically, and how treatment patterns have evolved over time. Changes in the 

choice of drugs used, and changes in the price of different drugs, particularly the 

introduction of generic formulations of these drugs, would be expected to have impacts 

on the cost of pharmacotherapy. 

An additional secondary objective was to examine the epidemiology of HZ, and whether 

it changed over the study period. A number of previous studies have reported an 

increase in the incidence of HZ in various countries around the world, but this is far from 

a universal observation. The extended duration of our observation period enabled us to 

determine if an increase had occurred in Manitoba.  

The final objective was to conduct an exploratory analysis of HZ vaccine uptake in 

Manitoba.  
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3.2. Methodology Overview 

The purpose of providing a methodology section outside of that already incorporated 

into each research paper (Chapter 4-6) is to allow space to provide additional detail on 

the core methods common to all, and diagrams to clarify some of the definitions used. 

These core methods include identification of distinct episodes of HZ, diagnosing PHN in 

the absence of a specific ICD-9 CM code, method of differentiating incident from 

prevalent use of a drug class.  An explanation for why two separate reporting time 

frames are used dependent upon the analysis has also been presented.  

Methods distinct to each paper are described only within their respective chapter.  

3.3. Study Methodology 

A retrospective observational population-based study using administrative healthcare 

data was conducting to determine the burden of HZ and PHN in Manitoba. In this study, 

a cohort comprised of all individuals registered with Manitoba Health, Seniors and 

Active Livingwas used. This cohort is virtually equivalent to the entire population of 

Manitoba, Canada. The timeframe of data collection used was from April 1st 1995 to 

March 31st 2014, with results reported for episodes diagnosed after April 1st 1997. 

Administrative healthcare data are created during the normal, day to day operations of 

the healthcare system. It is not produced for the purposes of research and lacks most of 

the detail that would be present in a medical chart or electronic medical record 

database. Instead, it is primarily transactional in nature, and is necessary to allow for 

the healthcare system to operate. Administrative data are a commonly used data source 

in burden of disease studies as it allows researchers to determine the real world cost of 
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healthcare by using actual costs gathered from the treatment of real people, frequently 

across large groups of patients. 

In Manitoba, these data are collected by the different sectors of the healthcare system 

and sent to the Manitoba Centre for Health Policy (MCHP) for inclusion in the 

Population Health Research Data Repository. The MCHP maintains this large collection 

of data, use it for the research they do on behalf of the provincial government, and 

make it available to outside researchers on a cost-recovery basis. This repository also 

contains some non-healthcare governmental data such as educational records, census 

data, family services records, and income assistance records. All records in the 

Repository’s databases are de-identified to protect patient privacy, but contain a 

pseudorandomized identification number to allow for the cross-linking of an individual’s 

records across separate databases.  

3.3.1. Data Sources 

For this study four data sources from the Repository were used. These include the Drug 

Program Information Network (DPIN), medical services records, hospital discharge 

abstracts, the Manitoba Immunization Monitoring System (MIMS), and the Manitoba 

Health insurance registry.  

The DPIN system is a real-time, electronic, point-of-sale system used by community 

pharmacists to process all prescription claims. It is used to process prescription claims 

to the Pharmacare program, the province’s deductible-based universal drug insurance 

program, as well as to third party payers. In addition it is used to conduct drug utilization 

reviews as pharmacists are able to view all prescriptions filled by that patient regardless 
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of which pharmacy it was filled at. It provides information on all prescription 

dispensations by patient, including the date, drug identification number, anatomical 

therapeutic chemical (ATC) classification designation, prescriber code and specialty, 

amount of drug dispensed, strength, the duration of the prescription as determined by 

the pharmacist based on the prescription instructions, and a  breakdown of costing data.  

The medical services database contains records of fee-for-service medical claims 

generated by physicians, biomedical laboratories, and x-ray providers. Each record 

contains information on who received and who provided the service, service data, a 

tariff code designating the service received, and the first 3-digits of the International 

Classification of Disease version 9 - clinical modification (ICD-9 CM) diagnostic code of 

the condition for which the service is provided, and cost information. 

Hospital discharge abstracts data provides a summary of each hospitalization in the 

province. These records contain admission and discharge dates, patient information, up 

to 16 complete ICD-9 CM or 25 ICD-10 CA (Canadian edition) diagnostics and 

procedure codes, hospital information, and a weighting factor that reflects the intensity 

of resource utilization for each hospitalization.  

The MIMS database is used to track immunization histories of persons registered with 

Manitoba Health.  Records within MIMS contain data on the types of vaccines 

administered, date of administration, and provider information. Starting in 2001, MIMS 

began to include immunization data on persons 18 years of age and older.  This 

database was used to assess the uptake of the HZ vaccine. 
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The final database used was the Manitoba Health insurance registry, which contains 

basic demographic information on all persons registered with Manitoba Health. 

Registration with Manitoba Health is automatic for persons born within the province, and 

is required of residents in order to access the universal public healthcare system. The 

registry thus contains information on virtually all residents of the province, allowing full 

enumeration of the population from which HZ arise from and is updated semi-annually. 

3.3.2. Approvals 

Approvals for this study were obtained from the Manitoba Centre for Health Policy 

(MCHP), the University of Manitoba Health Research Ethics Board (HREB), and the 

provincial Health Information Privacy Committee (HIPC). Copies of these approvals may 

be found in the Appendix A to this document. Individual patient consent forms are not 

required for retrospective database studies as per the regulations of these regulatory 

bodies and provincial law.  

3.4. Analytical Methods 

The basic methodology used in this study involved the identification of all cases of HZ 

and PHN in the province and the episode start date. The unit of analysis for this project 

are these individual episodes.  

We used medical services and hospital discharge abstract data to identify individuals 

with ICD codes for HZ. A series of criteria were developed to enable us to distinguish 

multiple diagnostic codes for a single individual as either being for a single episode of 

HZ or for multiple episodes of HZ, using the temporal relationship between ICD codes. 

After identifying episodes of HZ, medical services, hospitalizations, and prescriptions 

were assigned to the episode they arose from. Prescription drug and medical service 
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utilization and expenditures, and hospitalizations could then be determined on a per 

episode basis. All episode data were reported within the Pharmacare fiscal year, 

beginning on April 1st, in which diagnosis was made. 

3.4.1. Episode Definition 

From the combined hospital discharge abstracts and medical records databases we 

identified all records with a diagnostic code for HZ; ICD-9 CM code starting with “053”, 

or ICD-10 CA code starting with “B02”. The date of the first HZ diagnostic code in an 

episode was defined as the episode start date.  

To be considered a new episode, as opposed to the continuation of a previous episode, 

two criteria must be both met: 

 At least two years with no diagnostic codes, or two years from the start date of a 

previous episode must have elapsed, and 

 Where a previous episode exists, a minimum of 180 days must have passed 

since that the last ICD code associated with it. . 

Figure 3.4-1 Episode definition 
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Using ICD-9 codes has been used in numerous prior HZ studies and has been shown to 

be both highly selective (positive predictive value 93%) and sensitive (97.5%).76 In 

addition, it is estimated that between 95% and 99% of all individuals who develop HZ 

will seek medical attention.73,77 Thus, the number of HZ episodes identified within our 

data using these steps is expected to be an unbiased estimator of the number of HZ 

episodes in our population. 

3.4.2. Exclusion Criteria 

Since the units of analysis are HZ episodes it was necessary to ensure that complete 

data for each individual episode was assigned to that episode. The episode criteria 

described above were developed with this in mind. At least 2 years of pre-episode 

observation time with no HZ diagnostic are required to ensure that a new diagnostic 

code signals the start of a new episode rather than the continuation of a previous 

episode. For this reason all episode with a start date on or before March 31 1997 were 

excluded from the cohort. However, these individuals were allowed to enter the cohort 

at a later time, if they later met the episode definition. 

To avoid potential misdiagnosis or misclassification of VZ as HZ, all episodes of patients 

under 20 years of age at diagnosis were also excluded. HZ rates in this age group are 

very low, and it is possible that they represent a distinct group of patients that should be 

analyzed separately. The addition of the VZ vaccine to the routine schedule of 

childhood vaccinations would also complicate analysis of this cohort as it would likely 

contain a changing mix of wild VZV-caused HZ and cases of vaccine-related HZ. 
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3.4.3. Analysis Time Frame 

For the determination of HZ incidence rates, and to analyze costs and utilization of 

antiviral treatment, collection of complete episode data (including PHN period) was not 

necessary. A single data point, an ICD diagnostic code with a minimum of a two year 

gap from a previous code, identified the episode start date, and only 30 days post 

diagnosis were needed to analyze antiviral drug utilization and its associated costs as 

per study protocol. Thus, for analysis of incidence and AV use, all episodes diagnosed 

after April 1, 1997 were utilized. This is the primary time frame used in chapter four, and 

is used in parts of chapter six. 

To determine total cost per episode we needed to allow for full equal follow up time for 

all episodes. This is especially important as previous studies have shown that PHN is a 

significant contributor to total cost, and this cost is accrued slowly over the duration of 

an episode which can last for years. Thus episodes starting after April 1, 2012 are 

excluded as less than two years of data were available for these cases.  This is the 

primary time frame reported upon in chapter five and six. 

Figure 3.4-2 Study Time Frames 
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3.4.4. Determining Incident Drug Class Use 

Aside from vaccinations, all drugs used to treat HZ and PHN are also used for a variety 

of other common illnesses. For example, the antiviral drugs used to treat an acute HZ 

episode are also used for the treatment and prevention of other herpes virus infections, 

in particular herpes simplex 1 and 2. Drugs used to treat ZAP and PHN are more 

commonly used for other painful conditions, and this use increases with patient’s age, 

mirroring the trend seen with HZ. 

In order to differentiate between the continuing use of these drugs for other conditions, 

and incident use associated with a new episode of HZ, a 120 day look-back period was 

used. Drug treatment was categorized using Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) 

classes. Prescriptions for opioids (ATC codes starting with N02A), NSAIDS (M01), 

anticonvulsants (N03A), antidepressants (N06A), nabilone (A04AD), local anesthetics 

(D04A), glucocorticoids (H02AB), and ASA and acetaminophen (N02B) were 

considered as potential treatment of ZAP and PHN pain. The antivirals acyclovir, 

valacyclovir, and famciclovir were also examined and considered as a class. 

All prescriptions within each drug class in this look-back period were considered 

separately, with total class use determined by summing the days supply of all 

prescriptions. Any drug class with a total of 30 days or more within the 90 days 

immediately preceding the episode start date were defined as prevalent drug use, and 

excluded from all further analysis for that episode. 
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3.4.5. Diagnosis of Post-Herpetic Neuralgia 

Postherpetic neuralgia does not have a specific ICD-9 CM code, but is included within 

the code 053.19, herpes zoster with other nervous system complications. An ICD-10 

code, G53.0, does exist. However, the vast majority of diagnostic code data available 

for this study comes from medical services billings, which only list the first three digits of 

ICD-9 CM codes, and ICD-10 codes are only used for the later portions of our 

hospitalization data. Thus diagnostic codes are not a suitable means to identify 

episodes of PHN.  Therefore, we infer a diagnosis of PHN using medical claims listing a 

ICD-9 CM diagnostic code of 053 (herpes zoster) and prescription treatment with drug 

classes defined above as potential PHN therapies that are dated 90 days or more post 

episode start date.  

Figure 3.4-3 Incident vs prevalent drug class use 
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An additional consideration is that, in the absence of ongoing ICD codes, we cannot 

reliably claim that a new potential PHN prescription dispensed at a later date is for PHN, 

or for an alternative condition. Therefore, prescriptions dispensed in the period after the 

last medical billing code were required to meet criteria for continuous treatment, with the 

first discontinuity defining the end of drug treatment and of that episode.  

As drugs used to treat pain are often prescribed or used on a prn, or as needed basis, 

we allowed for a grace period between prescriptions. Each prescription record contains 

the dispensation date for that prescription and a days supply variable entered by the 

pharmacist which approximates the duration of the prescription based on the 

physician’s instructions. The end date of a prescription is the dispensation date plus the 

days supplied plus a grace period of 100% of the days supply. The presence of a 

discontinuity defines the end of treatment, and all prescriptions after this date were 

excluded from the analysis.  

 

Figure 3.4-4: Defining Continuous Drug-Class Use 
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3.4.6. Cost Determination 

Medical costs were taken directly from the medical services database, which lists the 

fee-for-service cost paid by Manitoba Health, Healthy Living, and Seniors to service 

providers. These costs are adjusted using the general Statistics Canada Consumer 

Price Index (CPI) for Manitoba.  

Prescription drug costs, including dispensing fees, were taken directly from the DPIN 

database. These costs are adjusted using the CPI index for prescription drugs for 

Manitoba.  

Hospitalization costs were determined using the resource intensity weight (RIW) given 

to each hospital stay by the Canadian Institutes for Health Information (CIHI), and 

multiplied by mean hospitalization cost in Manitoba for 2013. 

All costs are adjusted for inflation and expressed in the equivalent of 2013 Canadian 

dollars. 

3.4.7. Additional Methods 

The methods specific to each of the three papers included in this thesis are described 

the individual papers “Methods” section. 
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Chapter 4. The Changing Landscape of the Antiviral 

Treatment of Herpes Zoster: A 17-Year Population-

Based Cohort Study  

Chapter Introduction 

The next chapters are comprised of three full research papers, each of which has been, 

or is intended to be, published in a scientific journal. Each of these papers is intended to 

highlight specific portions of the treatment of HZ and PHN in order to develop a clear 

picture of the burden of disease of this relatively common disease. 

The first two papers look at the pharmacological treatment of herpes zoster and 

postherpetic neuralgia in detail, while the third examines the healthcare system burden 

of disease at a more macro level. 

This first paper examines the use of antiviral drugs to treat acute HZ infections in 

Manitoba over the period of 1997/98 to 2013/14, with a primary objective of determining 

changes over time in how HZ is treated in Manitoba. The use of antiviral drugs in 

general, as well as that of acyclovir, valacyclovir, and famciclovir specifically, is 

reported. Also reported are the number of episodes and the age-adjusted incidence of 

HZ over this time interval. Rates of antiviral treatment, as well as total annual and mean 

treatment costs are also reported.  
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The Changing Landscape of the Antiviral Treatment of Herpes Zoster: 

A 17-Year Population-Based Cohort Study 

4.2. Abstract  

Background: 

Herpes zoster (HZ) is a common viral disease that produces a painful vesicular rash. 

Early use of antiviral medications is recommended, as it reduces pain and speeds 

healing. A population-based observational study was conducted to evaluate the 

changing burden of HZ in the province of Manitoba (Canada) over a period of 17 years.  

Methods: 

Administrative health care data including medical and hospital records were examined, 

and International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification and 

International Classification of Diseases, Tenth Revision, Clinical Modification codes 

were used to identify episodes of HZ between April 1, 1997 and March 31, 2014 in 

persons aged 20 or over. Annual age-adjusted incidence and hospitalization rates were 

calculated. Prescription records of HZ-diagnosed persons for acyclovir, valacyclovir, 

and famciclovir were used to calculate the rates and costs of antiviral treatment.  

Results: 

There were 73,886 identified cases of HZ between 1997/98 and 2013/14. Of these 

episodes, 42,187 (57.1%) were treated with antiviral medications at a total cost of 

$4,696,611 (CAD). The age-adjusted incidence of HZ rose from 4.70/1,000 person 

years in 1997/98 to 5.70/1,000 person years in 2013/14, a 21.2% increase. Antiviral 
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treatment rates increased from 41.7% to 66.0% of all diagnosed episodes. Mean costs 

per treated episode dropped from $139.61 in 1997/98 to $60.52 in 2013/14, primarily 

due to the introduction of generic antiviral medications. The total cost of antiviral 

treatment peaked in 2005/06 at $328,760 and dropped steadily thereafter to $229,366 

in 2013/14. There were 1,138 HZ-related hospitalizations between 1997/98 and 

2011/12, with rates decreasing from 3.1% in 1997/98 to 1.4% of all episodes in 2011/12. 

Conclusions: 

While both incidence of HZ and rates of antiviral treatment have risen substantially, the 

economic burden from antiviral treatment has been decreasing since a peak in 2005/06 

and was only 2.6% higher in 2013/14 than in 1997/98. This drop in cost is attributed to 

the introduction of generic antiviral drugs. 

. 
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The Changing Landscape of the Antiviral Treatment of Herpes Zoster: 

A 17-Year Population-Based Cohort Study 

4.3.  Introduction 

Herpes zoster (HZ), or shingles, is a viral disease characterized by a painful, vesicular 

rash. It is caused by reactivation of latent varicella zoster virus (VZV), the virus 

responsible for varicella zoster (chicken pox) upon initial infection.1–3 VZV infection is 

ubiquitous in the current adult population with 95-97% of adults over the age of 40 

infected and at risk of developing HZ.4,5 It is estimated that 20 to 30% of these persons 

will develop HZ at some time in their life.1,6 The annual incidence of HZ in the general 

population is estimated to be between 1.2 and 6.3 cases per 1000 person years (PY).  

The incidence increases with age to 7.2 - 11.8 cases per 1000 PY in persons older than 

60 years. 1,7,8 HZ is thus a common disease with the vast majority of adults at risk.  

Anti-herpetic antiviral drugs such as acyclovir, valacyclovir, and famciclovir are the 

cornerstone of the acute treatment of HZ. Antiviral treatment reduces the duration and 

severity of symptoms and may decrease the risk of possible complications such as 

post-herpetic neuralgia.9 The current recommended treatment for HZ is to begin 

antiviral therapy within 72 hours of the onset of symptoms and continue for 7 days.1,10,11 

Antiviral drugs have been reported to account for 50% - 70% of the drug cost for treated 

cases of HZ and can account for a significant portion of total treatment cost.7,12,13  

There have been two major changes that may impact the epidemiology of HZ. The first 

of these was the introduction of the varicella zoster vaccines (Varivax™, Merck Canada, 

Kirkland, Quebec, Canada), which became available in Canada in January 1999 and 

were incorporated into Manitoba’s publically funded childhood vaccination program in 
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2004. Although HZ is still possible in vaccinated persons, the virulence of the vaccine 

strain is attenuated and this may lead to eventual decreases in rates of HZ as these 

persons age into adulthood.14 The second change was the introduction of the herpes 

zoster vaccine (Zostavax®, Merck) in September 2009,15 which has been shown to be 

safe and effective at decreasing the incidence and burden of HZ.16–18 However, the 

impact of the HZ vaccine will be highly dependent on its uptake.  

The population of Canada, including the population of Manitoba (est. 1.3 million in 

2015), is aging.19 Due to the association of increasing age with a higher incidence of HZ 

we would expect to see increasing numbers of HZ cases and an increase in the burden 

of disease. However, new vaccines and varying vaccine uptake coupled with other 

changes in the health care system make it difficult to predict the changing burden of 

disease for HZ.  As part of a research program to determine the burden of HZ, this 

study examined the epidemiology of HZ and the utilization of antiviral medications in the 

province of Manitoba with the objectives of determining the incidence of HZ and the cost 

burden of acute antiviral treatments.  

4.4.  Methods 

A retrospective, population-based cohort study of HZ was conducted using 

administrative data. The eligible population included all adults over the age of 20 in 

Manitoba (Canada) between April 1, 1997 and March 31, 2014. Data were obtained 

through the Manitoba Centre for Health Policy, which maintains the provincial 

Population Health Research Data Repository. The repository contains copies of 

administrative health care data of Manitoba Health. The databases used included the 

Drug Program Information Network (DPIN), the Medical Services database, provincial 
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Hospital Discharge Abstracts, and the Manitoba Health Registry. These databases 

contain de-identified health-related information on all persons registered with Manitoba 

Health, virtually the entire population of Manitoba.20 Scrambled patient identifiers are 

shared between these databases, enabling linkage of records and allowing for the 

longitudinal analysis of individual patients across the entire health care system. 

The DPIN system is used to administer the Manitoba Pharmacare Program, a universal 

prescription drug care plan available to all residents of Manitoba. DPIN is used to 

submit claims to Pharmacare and other third-party prescription drug programs, and 

captures community prescription drug use by persons registered with Manitoba Health. 

The Medical Services database captures fee-for-service medical claims from physicians 

and other health providers, and includes diagnostic codes and reimbursement costs. 

The Hospital Discharge Abstracts database contains information on all hospitalizations 

for persons registered with Manitoba Health, including both admissions in Manitoba and 

those of Manitoba residents hospitalized in other Canadian provinces. The Manitoba 

Health registry contains demographic information on all persons registered with the 

agency and is used to provide population counts and age. 

Episodes of HZ were identified using hospital discharge abstracts and medical claim 

records for the period between April 1, 1995 and March 31, 2014, which included a 2-

year pre-study data collection period to differentiate between incident and prevalent 

cases. Persons with diagnostic codes for HZ (International Classification of Diseases 

[ICD], Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification codes starting with 053 and ICD, Tenth 

Revision, Clinical Modification codes starting with B02) that were not related to HZ 

vaccinations were categorized as cases with episode start dates based on the earliest 
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recorded diagnosis. Multiple episodes were allowed in cases of multiple diagnostic 

codes, provided that at least 2 years had elapsed from the beginning of the previous 

episode and there were no other diagnostic codes in the previous 180 days. Episodes 

with a start date prior to April 1, 1997 were excluded to ensure only incident cases were 

analyzed. Persons under the age of 20 years at the time of diagnosis were excluded to 

avoid miscoded cases of varicella zoster or varicella zoster vaccination. Hospitalizations 

were attributed to HZ in cases where an HZ diagnostic code appeared as either the 

admitting diagnosis or the diagnosis most responsible for continuing hospitalization. 

Prescription records for antiviral drugs (acyclovir, valacyclovir, and famciclovir) 

dispensed in the period of 5 days before and up to 30 days after the appearance of the 

first diagnostic code for HZ were considered to be for the treatment of HZ. Prescriptions 

outside of this window were excluded to avoid misclassifying antiviral treatment of 

herpes simplex 1 or 2. Drug costs were calculated directly from the prescription records 

and included both cost of the drug and the dispensing fee. 

The Manitoba Pharmacare fiscal year (April 1–March 31) was used in the analysis for 

reporting periods. Episodes, prescription rates, costs, and hospitalizations were all 

considered to have been incurred in the fiscal year in which the episode was first 

diagnosed. Mean treatment costs were calculated for antiviral-treated episodes by the 

drugs used within each year. The absolute number of HZ episodes and the incidence 

rates were calculated within each year. The age distribution of the 1997 Manitoba 

population was used to age-adjust incidence rates in subsequent years. Antiviral 

treatment rates were calculated as the percent of episodes associated with one or more 

anti-herpetic prescriptions. Hospitalization rates were calculated as the percent of all 
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episodes that resulted in HZ hospitalizations. To ensure capture of all episode-related 

hospitalizations, particularly those due to postherpetic neuralgia, we allowed for up to 2 

years of follow-up time. Thus hospitalizations are reported only for episodes diagnosed 

between 1997/98 and 2011/12.  

All costs have been adjusted to 2013 Canadian dollars (CAD) using Statistics Canada’s 

consumer price index for prescription drug costs in Manitoba. 

SAS Version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) was used for all data analyses. 

Approvals were granted by the University of Manitoba Health Research Ethics Board 

and the Manitoba Health Information Privacy Committee. These committees do not 

require individual consent for research conducted using de-identified administrative data 

when reasonable safeguards to protect confidentiality and security of personal health 

information are in place. 

4.5. Results 

Between April 1, 1997 and March 31, 2014, we identified 73,886 diagnosed episodes of 

HZ in Manitoba in those aged 20 years and older, with a crude unadjusted incidence 

rate of 4.99 episodes/1,000 PY. Within our observation period, 5.6% of persons 

experienced more than one HZ episode. 

A total of 45,442 prescriptions were dispensed to treat 42,187 episodes at a total cost of 

$4,696,111 (CAD). Overall, 57.1% of diagnosed cases were treated with antiviral 

medications with a mean cost per treated episode of $111.38 (95% CI: $98.59, 

$124.16). From 1997/98 to 2011/12 there were 1,138 hospitalizations (1.8% of all 
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episodes), where HZ was either the admitting diagnosis or the diagnosis most 

responsible for continuing hospitalization, an overall incidence of 0.088/1,000 PY. 

From 1997/98 to 2008/09, the number of HZ diagnoses climbed slowly from 3,844 to 

4,295 episodes per year. However, the age-adjusted incidence of HZ diagnoses 

remained relatively constant at a mean of 4.70/1,000 PY (95% CI: 4.65, 4.75). The 

incidence rose steadily from 2009 until the end of the study period, reaching 5.70/1,000 

PY in 2013/14, an increase in incidence of 21.3% from the 1997–2008 plateau (Figure 

1). 

The use of antiviral drugs to treat HZ increased with the increased incidence of HZ, but 

to a greater degree as more of these episodes were treated with antivirals. Treatment 

rates increased from 41.7% of HZ diagnoses being prescribed antiviral drugs in 1997/98 

to 66.0% of cases in 2013/14. Over this same interval mean costs per antiviral-treated 

episode dropped from $139.61 to $60.52.  

Of the 45,442 antiviral prescriptions identified, 4,263 (9.3%) were for acyclovir, 27,752 

(60.8%) for valacyclovir, and 13,601 (29.8%) for famciclovir. Substantial changes in 

prescribing patterns of these drugs were observed over the study period. While 

acyclovir was the most commonly used antiviral to treat HZ at the start of the study 

period, its use dropped rapidly and by 2013/14, it was used in less than 5% of treated 

cases. Acyclovir was replaced by famciclovir and valacyclovir, with the use of 

famciclovir peaking in 2002/03 when it accounted for 49% of all HZ-related antiviral 

prescriptions. Since 2003/04, valacyclovir has been the dominant antiviral treatment. By 

the end of the study period, valacyclovir was used to treat 50.0% of all HZ diagnoses 

and it accounted for 80.6% of the antiviral HZ prescriptions (Figure 2). 
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Generic acyclovir came to the Canadian market in August 1997, the first study year, 

generic famciclovir in August 2006, and generic valacyclovir in May 2008. Comparing 

the mean costs in 1997/98 and 2013/14, the mean cost per treated episode decreased 

by $18.50 (15.1%) from $122.19 to $103.69/episode for acyclovir, by $46.96 (32.0%) 

from $146.57 to $99.61/episode for famciclovir, and by $72.11 (61.4%) from $117.50 to 

$45.39 for valacyclovir (Figure 3). 

The total cost of treatment changed substantially over the study period, with the total 

cost for each drug dropping concurrent with the introduction of generic forms of each 

drug (Figure 4). Antiviral cost peaked in 2005/06 at $328,760, which is a 47.0% 

increase from 1997/98 when the total cost was $223,647. The total cost then began a 

decline that continued until the end of the study period. The total cost in 2013/14 was 

$229,366, only a 2.6% increase from 1997 and a 30.2% decrease from 2005.  

There was a dramatic decrease in the rate and number of HZ-related hospitalizations 

concurrently with the increased rates of antiviral treatment. The number of 

hospitalizations dropped by 42.9% between 1997/98 and 2011/12, from 119 to 68 

hospital stays per year. At the same time, there was a 36% decrease in untreated (with 

antiviral drugs) episodes of HZ. 

4.6. Discussion 

This study found that despite an increasing incidence of diagnosed HZ cases and 

higher rates of treatment, the aggregate population costs of HZ antiviral treatment 

declined in recent years. The increase in HZ incidence was an expected effect of the 

aging population. However, the age-adjusted incidence rate revealed an increase in HZ 
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incidence independent of aging, which was unexpected. While more HZ episodes and 

more treatments seemed to drive an initial increase in population costs, generic pricing 

for antiviral medications has more than compensated for these increases and has 

resulted in the recent reduction in overall antiviral costs. 

HZ consultation rates are frequently claimed to be an accurate estimator of the actual 

incidence of this disease in the population. Symptom severity is thought to drive most 

persons to seek medical attention and it has been estimated that up to 99% of persons 

with HZ do so.13,21 As such, the Manitoba-linked administrative records should provide a 

reliable measure of HZ incidence. The study found a relatively stable age-standardized 

incidence of HZ over the first two-thirds of the study period. However, starting in 

2009/10, there was a sharp and continuing increase in the incidence of HZ. A similar 

increase in incidence was also seen in a study conducted in Ontario (Canada) in 2009: 

the authors were unable to determine a cause for such an increase.22 As 2009 was also 

the last year of the dataset used in the study, the authors were unable to determine if it 

was the beginning of a trend and suggested it would be important to determine if the 

increase persisted. While we are no closer to determining the cause of the increase in 

Manitoba, it is apparent that it continued for 5 years till the end of our study period in 

March 2014. 

One possible explanation is that the increase in incidence is an artifact of increased 

publicity and attention to HZ in recent years coinciding with the introduction of HZ 

vaccine to the Canadian marketplace in 2009. The marketing of the vaccine has raised 

public awareness of the signs and symptoms of HZ, possibly influencing people to seek 

care. Alternatively, it has been speculated that widespread varicella zoster vaccination 
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decreases the levels of wild-type VZV in the environment, thus eliminating the natural 

boosting effect of exposure in a latently infected individual.23 Theoretical modelling of 

universal VZ vaccination programs suggests we can expect an initial increase in HZ 

rates eventually followed by sustained long term declines.6,24,256 However, while some 

epidemiological studies have found such an effect, this conclusion is not universally 

supported.22,25–27 Any such increases in HZ incidence, if it occurs, would obviously be 

mitigated to some extent by HZ vaccination programs. While the observed increases 

are important and warrant continued monitoring, the cause remains speculative at this 

point and will be difficult to be definitively ascertained. 

The study showed an increased incidence of disease and a greater likelihood of 

treatment with antiviral therapy, but a decrease in the economic burden of disease due 

to treatment. While the increases in diagnosed cases of HZ and the proportion of cases 

treated with antivirals drive the treatment levels up, the effects on cost are overwhelmed 

by the drop in the price of treatment. Both acyclovir and famciclovir dropped from a 

stable price point associated with the brand name product to a lower stable cost 

associated with the generic product. It is important to recognize that in Manitoba’s single 

payer system, generic substitution is mandatory and the vast majority of prescriptions 

are automatically switched to the generic product when it is available. As valacyclovir 

became the treatment of choice in Manitoba, the generic market was very competitive 

and there was a sustained downward trend in treatment cost with this drug. This was 

the major contributor to the overall drop in the cost of treatment. 

The rate of HZ-related hospitalizations dropped throughout the study period.  This 

downward trend in HZ-related hospitalization was also reported in the Ontario study 
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where the incidence dropped by approximately half between 1992 and 2009.22  Antiviral 

treatment has steadily increased throughout our entire study from less than 42% in 

1997/98 to over 66% in 2013/14. Antiviral treatment has been shown to decrease both 

the severity and duration of symptoms.1,10 It is possible that the increasing antiviral 

treatment of HZ has contributed to the decreasing rates of hospitalization, but other 

explanations cannot be ruled out.  Limitations in hospital bed availability may make it 

more likely that HZ is managed on an outpatient basis.  

The ability to capture the entire population of the province over a time span of 17 years 

is a major strength of this research. The linked nature of the data allows individuals to 

be followed across the entire health care system. However, using administrative data 

also has the limitations common to all research of this type, namely that it was created 

not for the purpose of research but for managing the health care system, and cases are 

identified using ICD codes that are meant for billing purposes. Nevertheless, the 

reliability of HZ diagnoses is known to be very high due to the distinctive nature of the 

disease. In fact the use of ICD codes to diagnose zoster in administrative data is both 

highly selective (positive predictive value 93%) and sensitive (97.5%).28 

4.7. Conclusion 

The aggregate cost of antiviral treatment of HZ is the product of a number of factors: the 

numbers of episodes, treatment rates, medication choice, and treatment cost. All these 

factors change with time and can alternately increase or decrease costs, making 

predicting the net effect very difficult. Only by directly measuring the real-world burden 

of a disease can the overall disease resource impacts be assessed. The results of this 

analysis illustrate the significant impact that generic drug pricing and mandatory 
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substitution can have on disease management costs at the population level. Further 

research looking at other economic facets of HZ is needed to complete our 

understanding of the total burden of this disease. 
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4.9. Figures and Tables 

 

 

  

Figure 4.8-1 Episodes and incidence of herpes zoster 

Herpes zoster episodes numbers with crude and age standardized incidence rates. 

Population age distribution standardized to the population of Manitoba in 1997 
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Figure 4.9-2 Antiviral treatment of herpes zoster over time 
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Figure 4.9-3 Mean drug treatment cost per antiviral treated herpes zoster episodes 

Vertical lines indicate date generic versions of labelled drug introduced. 
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Figure 4.9-4 Summed costs of antiviral treatment of herpes zoster. 

Vertical lines indicate date generic versions of labelled drug introduced. 
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Chapter 5. Price of Pain: Population Based Cohort Burden 

of Disease Analysis of Medication Cost in Herpes Zoster 

and Postherpetic Neuralgia 

5.1. Chapter Introduction 

The second paper in this thesis examines the pharmacological treatment of both acute 

zoster associated pain, and the more chronic condition of PHN. The pain of HZ is 

frequently the symptom that prompts people to seek medical treatment, and can range 

in intensity from moderate to severe. PHN is the most feared complication of HZ, and 

can be difficult to treat. While only about 10% of patients convert from acute HZ to PHN, 

it accounts for the vast majority of drug costs. 

The results reported in the paper span the period from 1997/98 to 2011/12. The 

incidence of HZ, and rates of conversion to PHN are reported, along with total annual 

costs and the mean costs per episode of pharmacotherapy. Trends over time in the use 

of different drug classes used are also analyzed and discussed. 
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Price of Pain: Population Based Cohort Burden of Disease Analysis of 

Medication Cost in Herpes Zoster and Postherpetic Neuralgia 

5.3. Abstract  

Background: 

Pain is a main symptom of herpes zoster (HZ), and postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) is a 

frequent complication occurring in 5% to 15% of cases, causing moderate to severe 

neuropathic pain. A population-based observational study was conducted to evaluate 

the treatment patterns and economic burden of prescription drug treatment of HZ and 

PHN pain in the province of Manitoba (Canada) over a period of 15 years.  

Methods: 

Administrative health care data, including medical and hospital separation records, were 

examined to identify episodes of HZ using International Classification of Diseases-9/10 

codes between April 1, 1997 and March 31, 2014. Episodes of PHN were identified 

using medical and prescription claims. Incident use of analgesic, antidepressant, or 

anticonvulsant drugs was used to determine prescription pain costs. 

Results: 

The age-adjusted incidence of HZ increased from 4.7 episodes/1,000 person-years in 

1997/98 to 5.7/1,000 person-years in 2013/14. PHN occurred in 9.2% of HZ cases, a 

rate that did not change over the study period (P=0.57). The annual cost to treat HZ 

pain rose by 174% from 1997/98, reaching CAD $332,981 in 2011/12, 82.8% (95% 

confidence interval [CI] 81.2%, 84.3%) of which was related to PHN. The per episode 

cost of HZ rose by 111% from $31.59 (95% CI $25.35, $37.84) to $66.81 (95% CI 

$56.84, $76.78) and by 94% for PHN from $292 (95% CI $225, $358) to $566 (95% CI 
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$478, $655). These increases were driven by increasing use of anticonvulsants, 

primarily gabapentin, which accounted for 57% of the increase in cost. 

Conclusions: 

There has been an increase in the incidence of HZ and PHN and in the average cost 

associated with the prescription treatment of their resultant neuropathic pain. The 

primary driver of the increased episodic cost is the increased use of gabapentin. These 

changes have resulted in a substantial increase in the economic burden associated with 

HZ and PHN.  
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Price of Pain: Population-Based Cohort Burden of Disease Analysis of 

Herpes Zoster and Postherpetic Neuralgia 

5.4. Background  

Herpes zoster (HZ) is an infectious disease caused by reactivation of latent varicella 

zoster infection. This common viral disease afflicts between 20-30% of the population at 

some point in their lifetime; up to 50% of individuals over 80 years of age are affected.1,2 

The dermatological symptoms of HZ are typically preceded by prodromal symptoms that 

range from a tingling or burning sensation to sharp stabbing pain. This is followed by a 

raised, reddish rash and vesicular lesions, typically over the region of skin affected by 

prodromal symptoms, 2 to 3 days later. This rash typically affects singular dermatomes 

resulting in a unilateral, stripe-like appearance that is diagnostic of HZ. Lesions continue 

to erupt for several days before the rash crusts over, generally within 7 to 10 days. 

Symptoms then begin to subside and total resolution generally occurs within 3 to 4 

weeks.3 While HZ is generally self-limiting, longer lasting complications can occur. 

The most common complication of zoster is postherpetic neuralgia (PHN). PHN is 

defined as pain that persists after the resolution of the dermatological symptoms of HZ. 

It is caused by damage to sensory neurons sustained during the initial active infection 

with pain persisting even after the virus has returned to its dormant state.4 There is no 

single standard definition of PHN. Pain persisting at 30 to 120 days measured from 

onset of HZ or from healing of rash are used in the literature.5–7 Pain persisting at 90 

days from initial HZ diagnosis is the most commonly used definition.5–7   
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The incidence of HZ is estimated at 3.5 to 7 cases per 1000 person-years (PY), with the 

incidence in females slightly higher than males.8,9 The incidence of HZ increases 

steadily with age, rising to 6-7/1000 PY by 60 years, and continuing to increase 

thereafter.2,10,11 The rate of conversion to PHN has been estimated at anywhere from 

5% to 60% of HZ cases.7,11,12 This wide range is partially explained by the lack of 

standard diagnostic criteria.  Studies that used pain persisting at 90 days to define PHN 

have a more conservative conversion rate with a narrower range of between 5% and 

15%.7–9,11–13 

PHN is a challenging condition to treat, and the effectiveness of pharmacological 

therapy is limited. The Canadian Pain Society consensus statement on the treatment of 

neuropathic pain recommends as first line therapy for PHN one of tricyclic 

antidepressants (TCAs), gabapentin, or pregabalin.14 Opioids and topical lidocaine are 

listed as second line alternatives. The European Federation of Neurological Societies 

2010 treatment guidelines for neuropathic pain largely echo these recommendations. 

Opioids, while effective, are not recommended as first line therapy due to side effects, 

the development of tolerance, and the risk of dependency.15 A variety of other drugs are 

also discussed in the literature, including a number used for other forms of neuropathy, 

although their efficacy for PHN is disputed. These include valproic acid/divalproex 

sodium, duloxetine, venlafaxine, carbamazepine, tramadol, NSAIDs, and selective 

serotonin reuptake inhibitors.6,14–18  

While treatment of PHN remains difficult, it is possible to reduce the risk of HZ, and with 

it PHN, with the HZ vaccine (Zostavax®, Merck & Co., Inc., Kenilworth, NJ, USA). This 

vaccine has been shown to reduce the relative risk of HZ by 51%, and of PHN by 
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almost 67%. While this makes it possible to decrease the chance of developing HZ and 

PHN, these conditions will continue to result in a significant burden to society in the near 

future.  

To determine the incidence of HZ and rates of PHN, a retrospective cohort study was 

conducted in Manitoba, Canada over a period of 17 years. The objectives were to 

determine the burden of disease of zoster-related pain, and to understand the major 

cost drivers in the changing cost of treating HZ.  

5.5. Methods 

A population based cohort study was conducted in Manitoba (Canada) using 

administrative healthcare data from Manitoba’s universal public health care system 

gathered from April 1st 1995 to March 31st 2014 in the course of providing routine 

medical care. These data were accessed via the Manitoba Centre for Health Policy 

(MCHP) Population Health Research Data Repository, a collection of databases 

containing records of contacts of Manitoba residents with the health care system.19  

Databases utilized included the Drug Program Information Network (DPIN), which 

processes all community-pharmacy based prescriptions for insurance coverage and 

drug utilization review; the Medical Services database which contains records of all fee-

for-service medical provider claims; hospital discharge abstracts containing separations 

data for all hospitalizations; and the Manitoba Health Registry which contains basic 

demographic information on all persons registered with Manitoba Health, Healthy Living 

and Seniors. All records are de-identified but contain a unique scrambled personal 

health number allowing for the cross-linkage of records over time and across data sets.  
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Episodes of zoster were identified using diagnostic codes in medical claims and hospital 

separations. Individuals with one or more International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 

9 codes starting with 053, or ICD-10-CM codes starting with B02 were considered as 

HZ cases, the date of the first being the episode start date. The use of ICD diagnostic 

codes to diagnose zoster is both highly selective (positive predictive value 93%) and 

sensitive (97.5%).20 Multiple episodes per individual were allowed if 2 years had 

elapsed between episodes. To ensure only incident episodes were included in the 

analysis a two year washout period was used, thus any episodes identified prior to 

1997/98 were excluded. Episodes where individuals were under 20 years at diagnosis 

were excluded to avoid misclassification of VZ cases as HZ. Cases of PHN were 

identified by HZ pain drug treatment or medical claims with HZ ICD codes appearing 

past 90 days from diagnosis. Ongoing treatment is defined below. 

Drug treatment was categorized using Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classes. 

Prescriptions for opioids (ATC codes starting with N02A), NSAIDS (M01), 

anticonvulsants (N03A), antidepressants (N06A), nabilone (A04AD), local anesthetics 

(D04A), glucocorticoids (H02AB), and ASA and acetaminophen (N02B) associated with 

HZ episodes identified in the previous step were collected. Those dispensed between 

90 days pre-HZ diagnoses and two years post-diagnosis were evaluated against 

several criteria to assess if they were related to HZ or PHN or were only coincident.  

Use of each drug class was categorized as either incident or prevalent for that episode 

by evaluating prescriptions in the 90 days preceding diagnosis. A drug class was 

categorized as prevalent if a person received a total of 30 days’ supply or more within 

those 90 days, and all within-class prescriptions were excluded from analysis for that 
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episode. From the remaining incident class, all prescriptions from diagnosis to the later 

of a) 90 days post-diagnosis or b) date of last HZ medical claim, were classified as HZ-

PHN treatment. Prescriptions with dispensation dates outside this window had to meet 

the continuous use criteria. A grace period of 100% of the prescription duration was 

added to its duration to create an end date. To be considered continuous treatment 

there could be no gaps between the end date of previous prescriptions and receipt of 

the next. Discontinuity signaled the end of drug treatment and of that episode; all later 

prescriptions were removed from further analysis of this episode. 

Data were summarized by Manitoba Health fiscal years, which run from April 1st to 

March 31st for each year. Results are reported as occurring within the fiscal year of 

diagnosis. Incidence rates for HZ were calculated for 1997/98 through to 2013/14, and 

age adjusted using the population of Manitoba in 1997 as our standard. As 2 years 

follow-up was required to capture all data related to episodes of HZ with PHN, only 

episodes diagnosed from 1997/98 to 2011/12 contributed to the PHN analysis. 

Regression analysis was conducted on rates of conversion from HZ to PHN across this 

interval. 

Drug costs were calculated directly from prescription records, included cost of both drug 

and dispensing fee, and were adjusted to 2013 Canadian dollars using Statistics 

Canada’s consumer price index (CPI) for prescription drug costs in Manitoba. Annual 

total prescription costs were tabulated for all HZ episodes, as well as within HZ 

episodes that converted to PHN (HZ-PHN). Prescription costs per episode were 

calculated and t-tests conducted to determine significance of differences between mean 

costs in 1997/98 and 2011/12. Regression on the proportion of total cost due to HZ-
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PHN was used to look for trends over time. The relationship between age at diagnosis 

and mean treatment cost was examined by regression analysis. 

Prescription data was stratified by drug class for HZ-PHN episodes, looking at 

anticonvulsants, antidepressants, NSAIDs, and opioids. The number of treated 

episodes was determined for each year. Regressions on number of class-wise treated 

episodes were used to examine trends over time. 

SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary NC) was used for all data analysis. Approvals 

were granted by the University of Manitoba Health Research Ethics Board (HREB) and 

the Manitoba Health Information Privacy Committee (HIPC). 

5.6. Results 

Between April 1st, 1997 and March 31st, 2014 there were 73,893 episodes of HZ 

diagnosed in Manitoba resulting in a mean of 4347 (95% confidence interval (CI) 4067, 

4626) episodes per year. There were 5749 episodes of HZ diagnosed in 2013/14, a 

50% increase from the 3844 episodes diagnosed in 1997/98. The age standardized 

incidence rate of HZ increased by 21%, from 4.70 episodes/1000 PY in 1997/98 to 5.70 

episodes/1000 PY in 2013/2014.  

Total prescription costs for treating pain from HZ and PHN are shown in Table 1. The 

annual cost of prescription drugs used to treat all HZ-related pain rose by over 174%, 

from $121,438 in 1997/98 to $332,981 in 2011/12. The drug cost of HZ-PHN episodes 

rose by 191%, from $96,554 to $281,342. PHN accounted for a mean of 82.8% (95% CI 

81.2%, 84.3%) of drug costs. This percentage did not change significantly over the 

course of the study period (p=0.57, R2=0.026).  
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From 1997/98 through to 2011/12, the period for which full PHN results could be 

obtained, there were 6038 episodes of HZ that met study criteria for PHN, 

corresponding to a conversion rate of 9.6 %. A linear regression analysis on conversion 

rates revealed no significant trend over this period of time (p=0.45 R2= 0.046). However, 

the increase in the total number of HZ episodes resulted in a greater number of PHN 

cases over time, rising from 331 in 1997/98 to 497 in 2011/12. 

The mean cost of treating HZ-related pain increases linearly with age at diagnosis, each 

additional year increasing the mean episode cost by $1.04 (p<0.0001 R2= 0.65). (Figure 

1) The mean cost for persons aged 20 to 29 years was $24.15 (95% CI $19.95, 28.34), 

while for persons aged 60 to 69 the cost was 143% higher at $58.72 (95% CI $52.92, 

$64.53).  

The average cost of treating an episode of HZ, and separately those episodes with 

PHN, increased over the study period (Table 1). The mean cost per episodes to treat all 

HZ-related pain rose significantly by 111% (t=5.369, p<0.0001) from 1997/98 to 

2011/12; and by 94% for HZ-PHN episodes (t=4.36, p<0.0001).  

Changes in the drug classes used to treat of HZ-PHN were evaluated examining the 

number of treated episodes by class over time using linear regression. (Figure 2) Only 

anticonvulsant use changed significantly with a 212% increase in the number of 

anticonvulsant treated episodes from 1997/98 to 2011/12 (p<0.0001, R2=0.92). 

The duration of treatment for HZ-PHN varied widely between drug classes. (Figure 3) 

The median days supplied was highest for antidepressants (178 days), and 

anticonvulsants (134 days), with shorter durations for NSAIDs (50 days) and opioids (28 
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days). The median duration of anticonvulsant treatment increased from 55 days to 141 

days between 1997/98 and 2011/12. There was much less change observed in the 

median treatment duration of other drug classes, with antidepressants increasing from 

161 days to 190 days, opioids remaining relatively stable with an increase from 26.5 

days to 27 days, and NSAIDS decreasing from 38.5 days to 30 days. 

The overall annual cost of opioid, NSAID and antidepressant prescriptions underwent a 

moderate increase with antidepressants increasing by 91%, opioids by 67%, and 

NSAIDs by 35% (Table 2). However, these changes were small compared to the 

increase in anticonvulsant use, which underwent a 755% rise in class cost, increasing 

from $15,520 to $132,685. This increase accounts for 56% of the total increase in 

prescription spending for the treatment of all HZ associated pain.    

 The most frequently prescribed anticonvulsant drug for HZ-PHN also changed over 

time. In 1997 carbamazepine prescriptions accounted for 62% (260 prescriptions) of all 

anticonvulsant prescriptions, while gabapentin accounted for only 21% (89 

prescriptions). In contrast, in 2011 only 3.2% (80 prescriptions) of all anticonvulsant 

prescriptions were for carbamazepine. Gabapentin accounted for 73% (1798) of 

prescriptions, while pregabalin, which was not available in 1997, accounted for 9.2% 

(226).  

5.7. Discussion 

The economic burden of treating HZ associated pain, and PHN in particular, increased 

significantly from 1997/98 to 2011/12 (Table 1). This increase is the combined result of 

increases in both the incidence of diagnosed HZ and in mean episode cost of 
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prescription drug treatment of pain. A dramatic increase in gabapentin was found to be 

a primary driver of mean episode cost.  

Over the seventeen year period of 1997/98 to 2013/14 there has been a sustained 

increase in the incidence of herpes zoster, with a resulting increase in the number of 

PHN cases. Changes in size and increasing age21 of the provincial population explain 

the majority of this increase. However, after taking both these factors into account, a 

significant 21% increase in the age-adjusted incidence per thousand people remains. 

As the rate of conversion from HZ to PHN did not change over the study period, the 

increased number of HZ episodes resulted in an increase in the number of PHN cases. 

This increase in PHN is an important factor in determining the economic burden of HZ 

as these cases were responsible for over 80% of HZ-related analgesic prescription 

costs.  

Not only were there more HZ and PHN cases, there was also a significant increase in 

the mean cost per episode related to the treatment of pain. This higher episode cost 

was driven by the increased use of anticonvulsant drugs, primarily gabapentin. While 

the number of users of anticonvulsants rose, the use of other classes of drugs remained 

relatively unchanged (Table 2). Not only did the number of persons using anticonvulsant 

drugs increase, the median duration of treatment with them increased as well.  

From an evidence-based perspective this change might seem surprising. There is 

considerable debate on whether this increased expenditure is justified. There is limited 

evidence demonstrating superior efficacy, and a much greater cost compared to the 

other first line therapy such as TCAs.22  In fact, one systematic review estimated the 

NNT for a 50% reduction of pain of gabapentin to be 4.39 (95%CI 3.34-6.07), while that 
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of TCAs was 2.64 (95% CI 2.1-3.54).23 Gabapentin was introduced to the Canadian 

market in December 1994 when it was approved for the adjunctive treatment of partial 

seizures.24 It was aggressively marketed to physicians for a number of non-approved 

indications, including PHN, by Parke Davis. This promotion eventually lead to a US 

federal lawsuit against the company for off-label marketing in 1996.25 It was not until 

2004 that the FDA approved gabapentin for PHN, 25 although it has never received this 

indication in Canada. Some of this promotion suggested that TCA use for PHN was 

inappropriate in older patients from a safety perspective.22 However, gabapentin is not 

without its own adverse effects and a systematic review suggests the number needed to 

harm (NNH) for major harms is actually similar  for gabapentin (NNH= 12.25, 95% CI 

7.69-30.2) and  TCAs (NNH= 16.9, 95% CI 8.85-178).23  

Concerns have been raised about the use of opioids in non-cancer pain.26 These 

include the risk of dependency, the development of tolerance, and the potential for 

abuse, and are part of the rationale for listing opioids as second line PHN treatment 

options.15,27 However, opioids were used frequently to treat HZ-PHN episodes (Figure 

2). While the high rate of use may be concerning, the median of duration of opioid 

treatment (Figure 3) reveals generally short-term use, possibly reflecting appropriate 

opioid stewardship.   

This study has a number of strengths and limitations. Population level data from a 

universal single payer health-care system ensures virtually all contacts of residents with 

this healthcare system and all prescription dispensations are captured in the study. 

These data sets also allow us to directly measure health system costs rather than 

inferring results from survey data or sampling, as it has been done in many previous 
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studies.12,28–30 There are also several limitations to this study. We are unable to 

measure the true incidence of HZ in the population as only persons who sought medical 

treatment appear in the administrative data. However, previous studies have reported 

that up to 95-99% of persons with HZ will seek medical attention.8,28 Second, HZ 

diagnostic codes or prescription treatment past 90 days post diagnosis were used as a 

proxy for a PHN diagnosis as we only had access to the first three digits of ICD codes in 

our data. Thus rates reported are of HZ cases requiring ongoing medical management, 

sometimes referred to as clinically significant PHN. This methodology is common in 

administrative data studies looking at PHN.8 Lastly, the use of non-prescription 

medications, including low dose ibuprofen and naproxen, acetaminophen, ASA, and 

topical treatments is not captured. However, these costs are outside the scope of this 

study.   

The total costs of treating pain associated with HZ and PHN rose by 174% between 

1997/98 and 2011/12. There are two primary components to this increasing economic 

burden. The first is the increasing number of HZ cases. While some of this can be 

attributed to an aging population, the age standardized incidence of HZ has increased. 

The second component is the increasing average cost of treating an episode of HZ-

PHN driven by the use of higher cost anticonvulsants for longer periods of time. 

Management of the economic burden of HZ-PHN analgesic treatment should include 

use of evidence-based cost effective therapies, and measures such as vaccination 

which can help reduce the incidence of HZ. 
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5.9. Tables and Figures 

Table 5.9-1 Total and cost per episode of treating herpes zoster related pain by year 

Total prescription cost per episode. , and include prescriptions for postherpetic neuralgia when present. Costs are reported in 

2013 Canadian dollars. Abbreviations: HZ, herpes zoster; PHN, postherpetic neuralgia; Rxs, prescriptions; CI, confidence 

interval  

 Herpes Zoster Episodes Herpes Zoster with PHN 

Year Cases Rxs Total Cost Mean Cost (95% CI) Cases Rxs Total Cost Mean PHN Cost (95% CI) 

1997/98 3844 6082 $121,438 $31.59 ($25.35, $37.84) 331 3925 $96,555 $291.71 ($225.45, $357.96) 

1998/99 3781 6309 $130,276 $34.46 ($28.38, $40.53) 349 4229 $107,007 $306.61 ($248.06, $365.16) 

1999/00 3941 7820 $245,329 $62.25 ($50.74, $73.76) 367 5526 $215,149 $586.24 ($475.95, $696.53) 

2000/01 3954 7629 $224,626 $56.81 ($46.70, $66.92) 399 5440 $192,830 $483.28 ($393.34, $573.23) 

2001/02 4060 8282 $271,792 $66.94 ($52.67, $81.22) 429 6064 $236,570 $551.45 ($425.20, $677.69) 

2002/03 4126 8015 $254,967 $61.80 ($52.07, $71.52) 410 5554 $215,795 $526.33 ($440.91, $611.75) 

2003/04 4070 7783 $231,833 $56.96 ($47.57, $66.35) 375 5541 $191,562 $510.83 ($421.55, $600.12) 

2004/05 4087 7070 $194,372 $47.56 ($40.78, $54.34) 379 4670 $153,891 $406.05 ($343.97, $468.12) 

2005/06 4131 7886 $214,436 $51.91 ($44.30, $59.51) 432 5581 $172,052 $398.27 ($334.80, $461.74) 

2006/07 4143 7918 $207,393 $50.06 ($42.52, $57.60) 377 5586 $165,257 $438.35 ($366.84, $509.86) 

2007/08 4207 7968 $193,942 $46.10 ($39.89, $52.31) 377 5674 $152,928 $405.64 ($348.23, $463.06) 

2008/09 4295 9435 $252,994 $58.90 ($50.77, $67.04) 440 7147 $209,013 $475.03 ($407.32, $542.74) 

2009/10 4584 9393 $267,865 $58.43 ($49.20, $67.67) 427 7024 $222,968 $522.17 ($434.64, $609.71) 

2010/11 4622 9102 $276,383 $59.80 ($49.42, $70.17) 449 6617 $230,827 $514.09 ($416.88, $611.30) 

2011/12 4984 11065 $332,981 $66.81 ($56.84, $76.78) 497 8398 $281,342 $566.08 ($477.51, $654.66) 
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 Antidepressants Anticonvulsants NSAIDs Opioids Miscellaneous 

Year Users Cost Users Cost Users Cost Users Cost Users Cost 

1997 348 $35,607 153 $15,520 400 $23,122 866 $33,208 544 $13,980 

1998 378 $29,458 168 $29,124 380 $34,326 838 $23,896 520 $13,471 

1999 404 $39,612 235 $83,398 475 $64,916 893 $43,752 571 $13,651 

2000 424 $46,315 250 $64,642 479 $66,661 893 $34,441 505 $12,567 

2001 440 $48,663 293 $85,722 469 $47,112 885 $70,139 544 $20,157 

2002 435 $52,683 298 $82,635 453 $48,795 920 $56,048 574 $14,806 

2003 425 $46,661 303 $71,625 398 $32,101 819 $62,947 532 $18,498 

2004 444 $49,589 326 $63,383 368 $28,335 889 $36,793 552 $16,273 

2005 445 $44,140 364 $78,247 377 $29,826 902 $40,096 540 $22,127 

2006 419 $49,873 389 $70,737 364 $27,909 848 $31,437 502 $27,437 

2007 396 $37,136 485 $86,579 325 $24,099 829 $31,008 501 $15,119 

2008 397 $51,837 533 $112,910 389 $27,118 828 $35,141 515 $25,988 

2009 430 $54,128 540 $122,855 348 $24,299 866 $41,026 518 $25,558 

2010 428 $49,949 581 $123,577 326 $23,549 853 $42,545 526 $36,763 

2011 447 $67,903 694 $132,685 383 $31,252 926 $55,318 582 $45,824 

Table 5.9-2 Treatment of herpes zoster related pain by drug class.  

Total treated herpes zoster episodes (users) and drug class cost by year. Numbers are for all herpes zoster related pain, 

including post-herpetic neuralgia. A single episode can be treated with more than one class of drug, possibly contributing data 

to multiple categories. 
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Figure 5.9-1 Mean cost of herpes zoster pain treatment by age. 
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Figure 5.9-2 Treatment of Post-Herpetic Neuralgia Episodes by Drug Class 
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Figure 5.9-3 Distribution of days of drug treatment per episode 
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Chapter 6. Cost of Shingles: Population Based Burden of 

Disease Analysis of Herpes Zoster and Postherpetic 

Neuralgia  

6.1. Chapter Introduction 

The third and final thesis paper looks at the overall healthcare system burden of HZ and 

PHN in Manitoba. This is done by examining the results of the previous two papers with 

the two other main treatment modalities: medical care and hospitalization. 

Hospitalization is an infrequent result of HZ, but has an oversize impact on the total 

disease burden due to its high cost, with a typical HZ-related stay costing upwards of 

$12,000. The provision of medical care is also extremely important and is similar in 

scale to the cost of pharmacotherapy. Trends in the total annual, and mean episode 

costs for each of the three pillars of treatment are reported for both HZ in general, and 

episodes of HZ with PHN specifically for the period of 1997/98 to 2011/13. 

In addition, a more in depth analysis of changes in the age-adjusted incidence of HZ 

over the period of 1997/98 to 2013/14 is reported. A piecewise regression analysis is 

used to examine an apparent breakpoint in incidence of HZ. 
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Cost of Shingles: Population Based Burden of Disease Analysis of 

Herpes Zoster and Postherpetic Neuralgia  

6.3. Abstract 

Background: 

Herpes zoster (HZ) is a dermatological disease that results in significant pain and 

distress, and is frequently complicated by postherpetic neuralgia (PHN). Together, 

these illnesses produce a significant economic burden to the healthcare system.  

Methods: 

Administrative healthcare data collected over the period of April 1st 1997 to 

March 31st 2014 were analyzed to determine the burden of HZ, looking at three primary 

treatment domains: prescription drugs, medical care, and hospitalization.  

Episodes of HZ were identified using international classification of disease (ICD) 

codes. Piecewise regression was used to examine the age-adjusted (AA) incidence of 

HZ from 1997/98-2013/14. Costs analysis was restricted to 1997/98-2011/12 to allow for 

equal follow-up time for all episodes. All amounts were adjusted for inflation and 

expressed in 2013 Canadian dollars. 
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Results: 

A total of 73,886 episodes of HZ were identified between 1997/98 and 2013/14. 

The annual number of HZ increased by 49.5% over this period. Piecewise regression on 

the AA-incidence of HZ revealed a breakpoint in 2008/09 (F(3,13)=59.6, p<0.0001). The 

pre-breakpoint incidence was stable at 4.7 episodes/1000 person-years (PY). Post-

breakpoint, the incidence began to climb reaching 5.7 episodes/1000 PY in 2013/14. 

The cost of pharmacotherapy rose significantly (p <0.03) from $89.77/episode 

(95% CI: $82.96, $96.59) to $127.34/episode (95% CI: $117.24, $137.44). Mean 

medical costs also rose significantly (p <0.0001) from $57.98/episode (95% CI; $55.26, 

$60.70) to $78.84/episode (95% CI; $74.08, $83.61). Hospitalization rates declined from 

3.10% in 1997/98 to 1.36% in 2011/12, with mean per-episode cost dropping from 

$397/episode (95% CI; $284, $511) to $195/episode (95% CI; $129, $260).  

Total annual costs of HZ and PHN were $1,997,183 in 2011/12, 4.7% lower than 

the 1997/98 costs of $2,095,633. 

Conclusion: 

A significant increase in annual number of HZ cases was observed, driven 

largely by demographic factors. However, the 21% increase in the AA-incidence reveals 

changes in HZ rates beyond those expected by population shifts.  

The increase in HZ cases and rising medical and prescription costs were offset by the 

dramatic drop in HZ-related hospitalizations rates of hospitalization. What is not clear is 

whether offsetting cost reductions (declining hospitalizations, introduction of generic 

drugs) can be maintained in the future. Ultimately, it is the balance of these trends that 
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have left the total burden of disease unchanged, but this will likely be challenged by 

increasing rates of disease.  
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Cost of Shingles: Population Based Burden of Disease Analysis of 

Herpes Zoster and Postherpetic Neuralgia  

6.4. Background 

The varicella zoster virus (VZV) causes varicella zoster (VZ) upon initial infection, 

affecting the skin and its sensory neurons. As VZ resolves, the virus enters a latent 

state in neuronal ganglia, remaining there for life.1–3 Reactivation of VZV, typically within 

singular ganglia, causes herpes zoster (HZ), a dermatological condition similar in 

symptoms to VZ but causing moderate to severe pain.4,5 A potential complication of HZ 

is postherpetic neuralgia (PHN), a longer-lasting pain syndrome caused by inflammation 

or virus-induced nerve damage.4–6  

Before a VZ vaccine became available in 1999 (Varivax, Merck Frosst Canada & Co), 

nearly all persons were infected with VZV, typically as a child. By the age of 40, VZV 

prevalence was 95%-97%.7,8 Virtually this entire pre-VZ vaccine population is at risk of 

developing HZ, with an incidence estimated at between 1.2 and 6.3 cases per 1000 

person years (PY), with rates increasing with age. The lifetime prevalence of HZ is 

between 20-30%, rising to 50% by age 80. 2,7,9,10   

The antiviral drugs acyclovir, valacyclovir, and famciclovir are the cornerstone of HZ 

treatment and reduce the duration and severity of symptoms, including pain.11 

Treatment should begin within 72 hours of the onset of symptoms and continue for 7 

days.2,6,12 Antiviral drugs have been reported to account for 50-70% of the drug cost for 

treated cases of HZ.13–16 Other drugs used to treat HZ pain include analgesics, opioids, 

glucocorticoids, and topical lidocaine.  
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Despite being relatively common, there is no a standard definition of PHN, particularly in 

reference to the duration of pain which differentiates continuing HZ pain from PHN. One 

of the more common criteria used is the persistence of pain for 90 days or more post-

HZ diagnosis. Studies using this definition report that 5%-15% of HZ cases convert to 

PHN.13–15,17–19 PHN is a challenging condition to treat. The Canadian Pain Society 

consensus statement and the European Federation of Neurological Societies (EFNS) 

treatment guidelines list tricyclic antidepressants (TCAs), gabapentin, and pregabalin as 

first line; and opioids or topical lidocaine as second line treatment options for PHN.20,21  

In randomized controlled trials, the HZ vaccine (Zostavax®, Merck), introduced to 

Canada in September 2009, has been shown to reduce the burden of HZ by 61%, 

decrease the relative risk of HZ by 51%, and that of PHN by almost 67%.16,22–24   

A number of recent studies have looked at the burden of HZ-PHN in a variety of health 

care systems, including Belgium,25 France,26 Germany,14,27 Greece,28 Italy,13,29 Spain,18 

the United Kingdom,15 and Israel.17 However, little recent Canadian data have been 

published. To establish the current burden of HZ and PHN in the setting of a universal 

healthcare system, and to look at long term trends in their treatment costs, a 

retrospective, population based study was conducted over the 15 year period from 

1997/98 to 2011/12 in Manitoba, Canada. 

6.5. Methods 

Using an observational, cohort-based methodology, the incidence and burden of HZ 

and PHN were examined from April 1st 1997 to March 31st 2014 using administrative 

healthcare data from the province of Manitoba, Canada. Data was obtained from the 
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Manitoba Centre for Health Policy (MCHP), which maintains a data repository 

containing records of virtually every contact between Manitoba residents and the 

province’s universal healthcare system.30,31 All records are de-identified but contain a 

unique number that allows researchers to link individual patient records across 

databases. 

Databases used included the Drug Program Information Network (DPIN), a community-

pharmacy based prescription processing system that enables submission of online 

insurance claims by pharmacies, the Medical Services database which contains records 

of fee-for-service medical claims, Hospital Discharge Abstracts containing summary 

data of each hospital stay; the Manitoba Immunization Monitoring System (MIMS) 

database which contains records on vaccines administered in the population, and the 

Manitoba Health Registry from which population counts and basic demographics on 

individuals can be obtained.  

Cases of HZ were identified using International Classification of Diseases (ICD) 

diagnostic codes. This method has been shown to be highly selective (positive 

predictive value 93%) and sensitive (97.5%).32 Individuals with one or more ICD-9-CM 

(Clinical Modification) codes starting with ‘053’, or ICD-10-CA (Canadian enhancement) 

codes starting with ‘B02’ were classified as HZ cases, with episodes starting on the date 

of the first code. HZ was considered to have converted to PHN when medical services 

claims or prescriptions for HZ were received 90 days or more after diagnosis.  

Multiple episodes of HZ were allowed provided two conditions were met: 1) a minimum 

of 2 years had elapsed since the start, and 2) a minimum of 180 days had elapsed since 

the last HZ ICD code from the preceding episode. To avoid misclassification of 
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prevalent episodes, episodes with start dates prior to April 1st 1997 were discarded. 

Episodes in individuals under 20 years of age were excluded from the analysis to avoid 

misclassification of potentially miscoded VZ cases. Furthermore, to avoid 

misclassification of physician visits regarding HZ vaccine as episodes, the MIMS 

database was searched for HZ vaccination records. As MIMS does not capture all HZ 

vaccinations we also used DPIN to search for vaccine prescriptions, and medical claims 

to find vaccination tariff codes, using these as surrogate markers of vaccination. Any HZ 

episode starting within 30 days of vaccination was excluded.  

Pharmacotherapy was assessed using DPIN. Prescriptions for acyclovir, valacyclovir, 

and famciclovir dispensed in the first 30 days of an episode were classified as HZ 

antiviral treatment. DPIN was searched by Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) 

class. Prescriptions for nabilone (ATC class A04AD), local anesthetics (D04A), systemic 

corticosteroids (H02A), NSAIDS (M01), opioids (N02A), ASA, acetaminophen (N02B), 

anticonvulsants (N03A), and antidepressants (N06A) were categorized as HZ pain 

prescriptions, provided that several conditions were met: 1) treatment of pain with any 

drug class began within 90 days following diagnosis; 2) use of a class was incident to 

diagnosis; and 3) use after the later of 90 days post-diagnosis and date of last ICD code 

for HZ was continuous. Use within a drug class was considered incident if less than 30 

of the 90 days pre-diagnosis had prescription coverage from that class. Continuous use 

was defined as no gaps between prescription dispensations greater than 200% the 

duration of the previous prescription. 

All costs were adjusted for inflation to 2013 Canadian dollars using the Statistics 

Canada consumer price index. 
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HZ episodes were further stratified into two subcategories based on PHN status: HZ 

episodes with no diagnosis of PHN (HZ-only), and HZ episodes that converted to PHN 

(HZ-PHN). Costs were analyzed across all HZ episodes, and then within each strata 

separately. The Manitoba Pharmacare fiscal year (April 1st to March 31st) was used for 

analysis over time. All costs and events were considered to have been incurred in the 

fiscal year of diagnosis. 

Due to observation time required, two separate reporting periods are used. 

Epidemiology is reported from 1997/98-2013/14 as a follow-up period is not required. 

For burden analysis, two years of observable time is required to capture costs accruing 

over episodes, especially for HZ-PHN. These results are reported for 1997/98- 2011/12  

Statistical Analysis 

The number of episodes and incidence rate of HZ, and PHN conversion rates were 

calculated for each study year. The age-adjusted incidence was determined using the 

1997 Manitoba population as our standard. A segmented regression analysis was 

conducted to examine an apparent change in incidence of HZ. Ordinary least sum of 

squares (OLS) regression analysis was used for trend analysis of costs and utilization. 

Due to non-linearity and high variance, OLS regression was not suitable for 

hospitalization costs. Instead, a t-test was used to compare annual hospital costs over 

the first (1997/98-2003/04) and last (2004/05-2011/12) halves of the study period.  

SAS® version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC) and Microsoft Excel 2013® (Microsoft 

Corporation, Redmond WA) were used for data analysis. Approvals were granted by the 

University of Manitoba Health Research Ethics Board (HREB) and the Manitoba Health 

Information Privacy Committee (HIPC). 
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6.6. Results 

6.6.1. Trends over time 

A total of 73,886 episodes of HZ were diagnosed between 1997/98 and 2013/14, an 

overall crude incidence of 4.99 cases/1000 person-years (PY). A sustained upward 

trend in the annual numbers of HZ episodes was observed across the study period 

(Table 1). There were 5,746 episodes of HZ identified in 2013/14, a 49.5% increase 

from 1997/98.  

To adjust for the effects of an increase in the size and age distribution, the age-adjusted 

(AA) incidence was calculated and plotted (Figure 1). This revealed two linear trends 

that appeared to converge between 2009/10 and 2010/11. Piecewise regression on the 

AA-incidence revealed a breakpoint in July 2009 (F(3,13)=59.6 p<0.0001). Prior to 

2009/10, the incidence of HZ remained relatively steady (p=0.96) at 4.70 cases/1000 

PY (95% confidence interval (CI): 4.65, 4.75). Starting in 2009/10 the AA-incidence 

began increasing on average by 0.29 cases/1000 PY/year (95% CI: 0.20, 0.37), 

reaching 5.70 cases/1000 PY in 2013/14, a 21% increase from pre-2009/10 level. 

Pharmacotherapy 

Trends in drug utilization, medical claims cost, hospitalizations, and total cost were 

examined over the period from 1997/98 to 2011/12.  

Antiviral treatment rates increased from 41.7% to 62.9% (F(1,13)= 220 p<0.0001 R2= 

0.94) over this period. The cost per treatedepisode dropped from $139.61 to $96.20 due 

to the introduction of generic antiviral drugs. The mean cost of pain treatment per 

episode increased by over 111% for HZ, rising from $31.59 (95% CI: $25.35, $37.84) to 
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$66.81 (95% CI: $56.84, $76.79), and by 94% for HZ-PHN, from $291 (95% CI: $225, 

$358) to $566 (95% CI: $478, $655) over the same interval. On average, HZ-PHN 

episodes were responsible for 83% of pain-related drug costs, a proportion that 

remained unchanged over time (p=0.57).  

The mean cost for all drug treatment rose significantly (F(1,13)=6 p<0.03 R2=0.32), from 

$89.77 (95% CI: $82.96, $96.59) to $127.34 (95%CI: $117.24, $137.44), with the 

majority of this  increase occurring in the first three study years (Figure 2). There was a 

significant upward linear trend in the total annual drug cost (F(1,13)= 30.4 p<0.0001 

R2=0.70), a result of the increase in the number of HZ cases and the rise in mean per 

episode cost  (Figure 3). 

Medical Services Utilization. 

An upward trend in utilization of medical services was observed (F(1,13)= 59.5 p<0.0001 

R2=0.82), The number of medical claims per episodes of zoster rose slightly from 2.53 

claims/episode (95% CI: 2.41, 2.65) to 2.80 claims/episode (95% CI: 2.67, 2.93), while 

the costs per medical claim rose 23% (F(1,13=59.9, p<0.0001 R2= 0.82). Together, these 

trends produced a linear increase in the per episode cost (F(1,13= 48.0 p<0.00001 

R2=0.76) from $57.98/episode (95% CI: $55.26, $60.70) in 1997/98, to $78.84/episode 

(95% CI: $74.08, $83.61) in 2011/12 (Figure 2). The effect of these trends is amplified 

by the increase in HZ cases resulting in a significant increase in total annual medical 

costs (F(1,13=182.0 p<0.0001 R2= 0.93)(Table 1). 

Hospitalization 

The cost per HZ related hospitalization did not change significantly over the study 

period with a mean of $12,038/ hospitalization (95% CI: $11,068, $13,007). The overall 
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mean length of stay was 13.95 days (95% CI: 12.71, 15.19) and did not change 

significantly (1997/98 vs 2011/12 t=-1.62, p=0.11). There was a sharp drop in the rate of 

HZ-related hospitalization across the study period (F(1,13)= 49.6 p<0.0001 R2= 0.79), 

from 3.10% in 1997/98 (119 hospitalizations) to 1.36% in 2011/12 (68 hospitalizations). 

This resulted in the mean per episode cost of hospitalization dropping significantly 

(F=25.0 p=0.0002 R2= 0.62) from $397 (95% CI: $284, $511) to $195 (95% CI: $129, 

$260), a decline of 51.0%.  

Hospitalization costs accounted for 48.5% of total costs in 2011, down from 72.9% in 

1997/98. The mean annual cost over the first half of the study (1997/98-2003/04) was 

$1,145,074 (95% CI: $968,817, $1,321,331), significantly higher than the mean cost of 

$710,400 (95% CI: $560,336, $860465) seen over last half of the study (2004/05-

2011/12) (t(13)=4.55, p=0.0005). 

Total Cost  

The annual total health care costs of treating HZ are shown in Table 1. Linear 

regression analysis revealed no significant trend across the study period (p= 0.25) with 

the total health system burden of HZ and PHN being 4.7% lower in 2011/12 than in 

1997/98. 

6.6.2. Herpes Zoster Burden and Mean Costs 2011/12 

There were 4984 diagnosed episodes of HZ in 2011/12, an incidence of 5.3 

episodes/1000 PY. Of these, 497 went on to develop PHN, a conversion rate of 10.0%. 

Hospitalization accounted for 49% of total cost, medical services for 20%, and 

prescription drug costs for 32%. Although PHN occurred in only a tenth of all episodes, 
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they were responsible for 41.6% of hospital costs, 21.3% of medical cost, and 49.7% of 

drug costs. Overall, HZ-PHN episodes accounted for 38.5% of total HZ-related costs.  

 

Mean Cost per Episode 

The mean cost of an episode of HZ in 2011/12 was $401 (95% CI: $318, $484). The 

mean cost for HZ that converted to PHN (HZ-PHN), including the cost of treating PHN, 

was $1614 (95% CI: $1009, $2220). HZ episodes not associated with PHN (HZ-only) 

had a mean cost of $266 (95% CI: $204, $329), 16.5% of HZ-PHN episodes.  

Pharmacotherapy: 

The mean cost of treating an episode of HZ with prescription drugs in 2011/12 was 

$127.34. Of this, 52.5% was from the treatment of pain with a mean cost of $66.81 

(95% CI: $56.84, $76.78), the remainder arising from antiviral treatment at a mean of 

$60.53 (95% CI: $60.43, 59.92). For HZ-PHN episodes the mean drug cost was $635 

(95% CI: $547, $723) with pain treatment accounting for 89% of this cost at 

$566/episode (95% CI: $478, $655). HZ-only episodes had a mean drug cost of $71.12 

(95% CI: $69.18, $73.05), over 83% of which was due to antiviral prescriptions 

treatment. 

Medical Services Utilization 

The average HZ episode in 2011/12 resulted in 2.80 (95% CI: 2.67, 2.93) medical 

claims for a mean cost of $78.84 (95% CI: $74.08, $83.61). The average HZ-PHN 

episodes resulted in 5.57 claims (95% CI: 4.86, 6.29) with a mean cost of $168.30 (95% 

CI: $128.79, $207.81), while the average HZ- only episodes resulted in 2.49 claims 

(95% CI: 2.38, 2.60) with a mean cost of $68.93 (95% CI: $66.08, $71.79). 
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Hospitalization 

HZ-related hospitalization was uncommon, and occurred in 1.36% of episodes in 

2011/12 with a mean cost per stay of $14,258/hospitalization (95% CI: $9,461,  

$19,056). HZ-PHN episodes were more frequently hospitalized at a rate of 5.0%, 

whereas HZ-only episodes had a hospitalization rate of 1.0%. There was no significant 

difference in the cost per hospitalization between HZ-PHN and HZ-only episodes so 

these results were combined. The cost of hospitalization averaged across all HZ 

episodes was $194.54 (95% CI: $115.90, $273.17).  

6.7. Discussion 

This study explored the burden of HZ in terms of healthcare system costs. A significant 

increase in the incidence of HZ, independent of demographic shifts in the population, 

was found to begin in 2009/10. The medical cost per episode increased, as did total 

annual costs. Aside from the increase occurring within the first three study years, the 

per-episode drug costs remained relatively constant, with the increased mean costs of 

treating pain offset by decreases in antiviral cost per treatment. The combination of 

increase per-episode medical costs, and constant per-episode drug costs were 

multiplied by increasing numbers of episodes, causing total outpatient costs to increase. 

However, this was offset by a dramatic drop in rates of hospitalization. 

Although hospitalization is uncommon in HZ patients, at a cost of $12,000 per stay, it 

has a disproportionate impact on the total burden. In 1997/98, hospital costs accounted 

for almost three quarters of total HZ costs, this proportion had dropped to 40%-50% 

over the final study years. This is a result of a dramatic change in rates of 
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hospitalization, which dropped from 3.10% in the first study year to 1.36% in the last 

year. However, it appears that this is the floor to hospitalization rates, as the downward 

trend appears to have ended midway through the study.  

The same is not true regarding the trends seen in number of cases, prescription drug 

costs, and medical service utilization. The number of HZ cases increased by 50% from 

1997/98 to 2013/14, largely driven by demographic changes. The cost per episode of 

medical care has also seen sustained increases. Increasing costs of pain treatment 

were offset by drops in antiviral costs leaving the per-episode drug cost steady, 

however, the increasing number of episodes has resulted in increasing total drug costs. 

These trends do not appear to be slowing down, and if hospitalization rates have indeed 

plateaued, it may be the case that the burden of zoster will increase in the future. 

The increase in the incidence of HZ, which began in 2009/10, is one of the most 

interesting results of this analysis. The 21% increase in the age-adjusted incidence is 

not explained by demographic changes as changes in size and age distribution are 

controlled for. Exposure to wild VZV circulating in the population acts as an exogenous 

boost to HZ cell-mediated immunity in latently infected adults.33–35 It has been proposed 

that an unintended consequence of VZ vaccination programs could be an increase in 

HZ rates. However, researchers have found mixed evidence when searching for such 

an effect at the population level.33,36–41  While this study was not designed to examine 

such a relationship, it is interesting to note that the VZ vaccinations were added to the 

routine schedule of universally provided childhood vaccinations in 2004, just 5 years 

before the increase began.  
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An important limitation to our results on the burden of HZ is that only direct medical 

expenses have been considered. There are other sources of burden for both patient 

and society outside of this narrow focus, perhaps the most important being changes to 

individuals quality of life, especially for those individuals affected by PHN. Societal costs 

such as lost productivity, disability payments, and opportunity costs are also outside of 

the scope of this study. However, this analysis has numerous strengths, including the 

fact that costs are not estimated based on models nor inferred from a sample but rather 

directly measured across the entire provincial population. This study examined 15 years 

of healthcare data, allowing us to see changes over an extend period of time.  

6.8. Conclusion 

This study explored the burden of HZ in terms of healthcare system costs. A significant 

increase in the incidence of HZ, independent of demographic shifts in the population, 

was found to begin in 2009/10. The medical cost per episode increased, as did total 

annual costs. Per-episode drug costs remained level, with increased mean costs of 

treating pain offset by decreases in antiviral cost per treatment. The combination of 

increase per-episode medical costs, and constant per-episode drug costs were 

multiplied by increasing numbers of episodes, causing total outpatient costs to increase. 

However, this was offset by a dramatic drop in rates of hospitalization. 
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6.10. Tables and Figures 

FY Year Cases 
Medical 
Services Hospitalization Drugs Annual Totals 

HZ PHN Visits Cost Stays Cost Rxs Cost Overall  PHN Only 

1997/98 
 

3844 331 9738 $222,864 119 $1,527,684 7842 $345,085 $2,095,633 $625,970 

1998/99 3781 349 9311 $216,567 94 $947,462 8139 $346,495 $1,510,524 $521,352 

1999/00 3941 367 9645 $240,928 97 $1,176,332 9927 $498,362 $1,915,623 $852,724 

2000/01 3954 399 9981 $252,837 80 $978,360 9758 $475,111 $1,706,307 $622,177 

2001/02 4060 429 10218 $268,900 95 $1,171,142 10548 $532,201 $1,972,243 $809,190 

2002/03 4126 410 10549 $262,471 78 $1,116,598 10350 $523,136 $1,902,205 $507,749 

2003/04 4070 375 10191 $275,353 83 $1,097,938 10169 $511,907 $1,885,197 $820,833 

2004/05 4087 379 10291 $277,410 61 $621,227 9578 $504,787 $1,403,424 $406,629 

2005/06 4131 432 10828 $286,785 49 $443,617 10507 $543,196 $1,273,598 $455,895 

2006/07 4143 377 10849 $297,755 67 $924,959 10551 $530,623 $1,753,338 $473,495 

2007/08 4207 377 11360 $314,783 72 $704,245 10679 $512,113 $1,531,142 $469,445 

2008/09 4295 440 11615 $310,292 59 $809,855 12265 $555,622 $1,675,768 $400,491 

2009/10 4584 427 12561 $355,407 58 $582,423 12456 $553,298 $1,491,129 $559,819 

2010/11 4622 449 12998 $363,637 58 $627,314 12217 $578,973 $1,569,924 $633,618 

2011/12 4984 497 13945 $392,947 68 $969,563 14439 $634,674 $1,997,183 $768,050 

Table 6.10-1 Overall health system burden of herpes zoster and postherpetic neuralgia in Manitoba, Canada 

Results were summarized by fiscal year with individuals episodes data considered to have occurred in year of diagnosis. 

All costs have been adjusted to 2013 Canadian dollars using Statistics Canada consumer price index.  Abbreviations: FY, 

fiscal year; HZ, herpes zoster; PHN, postherpetic neuralgia 
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Figure 6.10-1 Piecewise regression on age adjusted incidence of herpes zoster  

The age adjusted incidence of herpes zoster was calculated using 1997 as the reference 

year for age standardization. A highly significant breakpoint was found in July 2009 

(p<0.0001). Varicella zoster vaccinations were added to the routine childhood vaccination 

schedule in 2004. Abbreviations: VZV, varicella zoster vaccinations; BP, breakpoint; HZ, 

herpes zoster; CI, confidence interval. 
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Figure 6.10-2 Cost per episode of herpes zoster by treatment modality. 

The mean cost of treating herpes zoster was determined within each year and regression 

analysis performed (solid lines). Significant trends were found for all modalities: 

prescription and medical costs p<0.0001; hospitalization p<0.0002. All costs have been 

adjusted to 2013 Canadian dollars using Statistics Canada consumer price index. 
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Figure 6.10-3 Totals Costs of Treating Herpes Zoster by Modality. 

The total cost of treating herpes zoster was determined within each year and regression 

analysis performed (solid lines). Significant trends were found for all modalities: 

prescription costs non-significant and medical costs p<0.0001; hospitalization p<0.0002. 

All costs have been adjusted to 2013 Canadian dollars using Statistics Canada consumer 

price index 
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Chapter 7. Thesis Conclusions 

This thesis explored the burden of HZ and PHN from a healthcare system perspective. 

One of our initial hypotheses was that the absolute number of HZ episodes would rise 

over time as a direct result of a population aging and growth (Appendix A) 78,79.  Our 

results confirmed this hypothesis, finding a 49.5% increase in the annual number of HZ 

episodes. Further, we found an increase in age-adjusted incidence of HZ of 21%, an 

upward shift that cannot be explained by the demographic factors mentioned above. 

This trend was not seen over the first 12 years of the study period, but only began after 

2009. It is interesting that this upward trend began five years after the VZ vaccine was 

added to the provinces schedule of routine childhood vaccinations. The observation fits 

with the exogenous boosting hypothesis, which suggests that decreasing levels of wild-

VZV circulating in the population could have deleterious effects on HZ rates in those 

already latently infected with VZV.42,55,57 

Assuming that treatment costs would either increase with time or remain constant, we 

also hypothesized that the burden of HZ and PHN should increase with time due to the 

increasing number of affected individuals. However, this was not observed in our study. 

We did observe an upward trends in mean medical and prescription costs that, left 

unopposed, combined with the increasing rate of HZ, would have resulted in an 

increase healthcare system burden of illness. However, these upward trends were 

counteracted by the dramatic decrease in HZ-related hospitalization rates, which fell by 

half.  
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While hospitalization is an infrequent outcome of HZ, its average cost of over $12,000 

per stay gives it tremendous leverage to affect the overall burden of disease. Hospital 

costs account for 48% (in 2011/12) to 73% (in 1997/98) of total burden. The drop in 

hospitalization rates occurred during the first half of the study period, after which rates 

stabilized, and it may be the case that this is the floor below which rates can no longer 

continue to fall.  

The increasing cost of pharmacotherapy was itself the result of a mixture of additive and 

opposing trends. The rate of antiviral treatment of HZ rose by over 50% over the study 

period. Combined with the increasing number of episodes, this resulted in more than 

twice as many treated episodes in 2013/14 than in 1997/98, yet the total cost of antiviral 

drugs rose by only 2.6%. This is due to the introduction of generic versions of antiviral 

drugs, with acyclovir going generic in 1997, famciclovir in 2006, and valacyclovir in 

2008, resulting in the cost per treated episode dropping to less than half of the initial 

cost by 2013/14.  

The introduction of generic drugs used to treat HZ and PHN pain helped offset some of 

the increases drug cost, changes in prescribing patterns for PHN, in particular the large 

increase in gabapentin use, completely overwhelmed this offset. This lead to the per-

episode cost of treating pain to rise by 111%, and the total annual cost to rise by 174%.  

The future burden of HZ and PHN will depend on the balance between the factors 

identified and how they change. Whether the upward trend in the AA-incidence of HZ 

observed continues or not is unclear. However, it seems certain that the absolute 

number of HZ cases will continue to increase, driven by demographic changes. 

Population models project that the population of Manitoba will continue to grow, with an 
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increasing proportion represented by aged persons.74 The drugs used to treat HZ and 

PHN are all now available in generic formulations, and hospitalization rates appear to 

have plateaued, thus their ability to further buffer future increases in cost may be 

limited. While the burden of HZ has not increased over the fifteen years between 

1997/98 and 2011/12, the direction the burden of disease charts over the next fifteen 

seems likely to increase. 
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APPENDIX A: AGE DISTRIBUTION TORNADO PLOT 

The age distribution of Manitoba was determined for the years 1997 and 2013 using the 

Manitoba Health registry to obtain population counts in 5 year age intervals for persons 

age 20 and above. The above tornado plot illustrates the changing demographics of 

Manitoba, with a shift towards an older population clearly seen. 
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